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Q. 1: Please state your name, affiliation, and qualifications.  

A. 1: My name is Dr. Steven F. Bartlett. I am an Assistant Professor in the Civil 
and Environmental Engineering Department of the University of Utah, where I teach 
undergraduate and graduate courses in geotechnical engineering and conduct research. I 
hold a B.S. degree in Geology from Brigham Young University and a Ph.D. in Civil 
Engineering from Brigham Young University. I am a licensed professional engineer in the 
State of Utah.  

Prior to this University of Utah faculty position, I worked for the Utah Department 
of Transportation ("UDOT') as a research project manager and have held a number of 
other positions with UDOT and other employers where I have applied my expertise in 
geotechnical engineering, earthquake engineering, geoenvironmental engineering, applied 
statistics, and project management. My curriculum vitae is included as State's Exhibit 92.  

I have also worked as a consulting engineer for 1996-1996 for Woodward-Clyde 
Consultants in Salt Lake City, mainly as a geotechnical designer for the 1- 15 Reconstruction 
Project.  

Prior to my position at Woodward-Clyde Consultants, I worked from 1991-1995 for 
Department of Energy's ("DOE") contractor, Westinghouse, at the DOE Savannah River 
Site ("SRS"), near Aiken, South Carolina. I was Westinghouse's principal geotechnical 
investigator on a multi-disciplinary team overseeing the seismic qualification of the ITP/H
Area high-level radioactive waste storage tank farm for the SRS; the principal geotechnical 
investigator reviewing the Safety Analysis Report ("SAR") for the seismic qualification of the 
Defense Waste Processing Facility ("DWPF"), which is a high-level radioactive waste 
vitrification and storage facility at the SRS, and the project manager for the design of a



hazardous waste landfill closure at the SRS. I used NRC regulatory guidance documents for 
my review of these projects.  

Q. 2: What is the purpose of your testimony? 

A. 2: The purpose of my testimony is to explain the basis of my professional 
opinion that PFS has not adequately sampled or characterized the subsurface soils at the 
Skull Valley site, especially with respect to the upper Lake Bonneville sediments.  

Q. 3: What has been your involvement in reviewing PFS's soils 
characterization and analysis? 

A. 3: I have been assisting the State since 1999 and have reviewed PFS's soils 
investigation, boring logs, cone penetrometer testing, sliding and stability calculation. I 
assisted and gave technical support to the State in filing Contention Utah QQ and the two 
modifications thereto. I am familiar with sections of the SAR and calculation packages with 
respect to PFS's characterization of soils, the cone penetrometer testing, PFS's stability 
analyses and itsseismic exemption request. Some of these topics are described in other 
testimony being filed concurrently with this testimony relating to soil cement, dynamic 

analysis and seismic exemption (lack of design conservatism).  

Q. 4: What is the purpose of characterizing subsurface soils? 

A. 4: The purpose of characterization of subsurface soils is to show that the soils 
have adequate margins against potential failure during a seismic event. The requirement is 
given in 10 CFR S 72.102(d): 

Site-specific investigations and laboratory analyses must show that soil 
conditions are adequate for the proposed foundation loading.  

Q. 5: How do you. demonstrate that soil conditions are adequate for the 
proposed foundation loading? 

A. 5: This demonstration is usually done by calculating a factor of safety against 
failure for a particular foundation failure mode.  

Q. 6: What are the possible foundation failure modes? 

A. 6: The possible failure modes considered by the applicant in its seismic design 

calculations for the foundations of the pads and Canister Transfer Building ("CB") are 
sliding, overturning and bearing capacity failure.
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Q. 7: What are "factors of safety" and how are they expressed?

A. 7: In general, factors of safety are expressed as the capacity of the system to 
resist failure divided by the demand placed on the system by the seismic event and other 
foundation loads.  

Factor of safety (FS) = capacity of system / demand placed on the system.  

For foundation systems, the capacity of the foundation is primarily a function of the 
soil's shear strenet -nc the type, flexibility and embedment of the foundation. The demand 
is primarily a function of the intensity (i e., amplitude) of the earthquake strong ground 
motion and the mass and frequency of vibration of the foundation and the overlying 
structure.  

For extreme environmental events, such as earthquakes, a generally accepted factor 
of safety against failure is 1.1. A factor of safety of 1.1 implies that there is a 10 percent 
margin against failure of the foundation system due to the extreme environmental event.  
This factor of safety is widely used by the engineering profession and is the same acceptance 
criterion found in NUREG-08001, 3.8.5, Section II, Subpart 5, Structural Acceptance 
Criteria for seismic Category I structures, p. 3.8.5-7, excerpt included as State's Exhibit 93.  

Q. 8: What criterion for design has PFS adopted? 

A. 8: PFS has adopted this criterion - the 1.1. factor of safety- for design of the 
PFS foundations as found in NUREG-75/87, which is an earlier version of NUREG-0800.  
PFS discusses the recommended factor of safety of 1.1 in its safety analysis report. SA2 at 
2.6-45 (Rev. 21). It is expressed as a minimum design requirement in the seismic stability 
calculations for the storage pads (Stone and Webster Calculation G(B)043, Revision 9, p. 15
17) and for the Canister Transfer Building (SWEC Calc. G(B)13', Revision 6, p. 23).  

1 NUREG-0800, StardardReReuwPlanfor the Reiewof Safity A nlyis R epon's for Nudear 

Pozeer Plants.  

2 Excerpts included as State's Exhibit 94.  

3 G(B)04, Rev. 9, StMbi iAyA ndes qfCask Storage Pads, Stone and Webster ("SWEC'), 
July 26, 2001, excerpts included as State's Exhibit 95.  

4 G(B) 13, Rev. 6, St bil A r-jes cf Canister Trasfe Br d SWEC July 26, 2001, 

excerpts included as State's Exhibit 96.  
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Q. 9: Is a factor of safety below 1.1 generally acceptable for extreme 
environmental events, such as earthquakes? 

A. 9: The use of factors of safety below 1.1 for extreme environmental events is 
usually not allowed by the engineering profession. The primary reason for this is that factors 
of safety below this threshold can constitute an unstable or uncontrolled condition which 
can lead to unacceptable performance and significant damage or deformation of the 
foundation and its supported structures.  

Q. 10: What can happ -n to the storage pads when subject to strong ground 
motion if their design does not meet a factor of safety of 1.1? 

A. 10: In the case of the pads, sliding failure will cause out-of-phase motion of the 
pads and will significantly increase pad-to-pad interaction, especially in the longitudinal 
direction. Pad-to-pad interaction can be detrimental to cask stability, if the pounding effect 
is large, causing a significant transfer of inertial forces to adjacent pads and casks. Sliding 
failure can also change the frequency of vibration of the pads in the horizontal direction.  
Such failure will decrease the horizontal frequency of vibration and this frequency shift 
could have deleterious effects if the decreased frequency more closely matches the rocking 
or tipping frequency of the casks. Bearing capacity failure can cause a tilting or rotation of 
the pad, which will affect cask sliding. Any slight tilting of the pads will introduce 
asymmetrical cask sliding and increase the potential for cask-to-cask impact and overturning.  

Q. 11: Does characterizing the soil have any effect on the sliding analysis of 
the pads and the CTB? 

A. 11: Yes. The primary purpose of soil characterization is to gather sufficient 
information regarding the characteristics, properties and variability of the soils to establish 
their capacity to resist foundation loading with an acceptable factor of safety. The primary 
mechanism the Applicant has used to resist sliding and bearing capacity failure of the pads 
and Canister Transfer Building is the shear resistance (ie., shear strength) of the soil. Thus, 
for this site, it is extremely important that the soil's shear strength properties are accurately 
estimated at the PFS site.  

Q. 12: Does soil variability affect their shear strength? 

A. 12: Yes. Because soils are deposited and influenced by natural processes, there 
is inherent variability in their shear strength. This variability results from vertical and 
horizontal changes in soil type and is strongly influenced by other geological factors and 
processes such as soil density, void ratio, degree of consolidation, in situ moisture content, 
dessication (drying) and degree of natural cementation.
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Q. 13: What is important in conservatively selecting design soil properties? 

A. 13: Large sites with complex layering, such as the PFS site, require sufficient 
data and statistical analyses of critical layers to ensure that design soil properties have been 
conservatively selected and are supported by site-specific data. The applicant has not done 
this for the pad emplacement area.  

Q. 14: What are the primary deficiencies in PFS's soil characterization for 
the pad emplacement area? 

A. 14: i. The Applicant has not performed the recommended spacing of borings 
for the pad emplacement area as outlined in NRC Reg. Guide 1.132', 
Appendix C 

ii. The Applicant has not performed continuous sampling of critical soil 
layers important to foundation stability for each major structure as 
recommended byReg. Guide 1.132, Part C6, Sampling. State's Exh. 97.  

iii. The Applicant's design of the foundation systems is based on an 
insufficient number of tested samples, and on a laboratory shear strength 
testing program that does not include strain-controlled cyclic triaxial tests 
and triaxial extension tests.  

iv. The Applicant has not adequately described the stress-strain behavior of 
the native foundation soils under the range of cyclic strains imposed by the 
design basis earthquake.  

Q. 15: What is the significance of the deficiencies you just listed? 

A. 15: The deficiencies and uncertainties in soil characterization and laboratory 
testing are important when viewed in relation to the small margins against seismic failure 
that have been calculated by the Applicant. For example, the Applicant has calculated 
factors of safety against sliding and bearing capacity failure of the storage pads of 1.27 and 
1.17, respectively for specific loading cases (Calc. G(B)04-9, p. 23 and 59, respectively; 
State's Exh. 95). Similarly, the factor of safety against sliding of the Canister Transfer 
Building is 1.26 (Caic. G(B)13-6, p. 23; State's Exh. 96).  

As more fully described in testimony by Dr. Farhang Ostadan and myself on 
dynamic analysis, we have several concerns with these calculations and believe them to be 

5 Reg. Guide 1.132, Sitel s forFcwTiacts ofNudearPomerPlants, Rev. 1 
(March 1979), excerpts included as State's Exhibit 97.
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fraught with errors, omissions and unconservative assumptions which make the Applicant's 
conclusions about seismic stability incorrect. Many of the disputed issues deal with 
improper application of the seismic loading to the design of the foundations and their 
supported structures and the failure to consider soil-structure and pad-to-pad interaction.  

However, delaying the discussion of these issues for a moment, it is clear that if the 
soil's capacityto resist earthquake forces has only about a 6 to 15 percent margin above the 
value required to produce an acceptable factor of safety, then variations or small decreases 

(about 5 to 15 percent) in the soil's shear strength below the values used in design are 
important and can lead to potentially unsafe conditions or conditions not considered and 

analyzed by the Applicant in the design of the storage pads and CTB.  

Q. 16: Does PFS have adequate borehole spacings for the pad emplacement 
area? 

A. 16: No. The Applicant has used guidance provided in Reg. Guide 1.132 to plan 
its field and laboratory investigations for the Canister Transfer Building (Trudeau and Chang 

Tr.6, p. 39, lines 18-23; State's Exhibit 98). Appendix C of Reg. Guide 1.132 provides a table 

of spacing and depth of subsurface explorations for various types of safety related 
foundations. The Applicant has met the recommended density of sampling for the Canister 

Transfer Building, but has not done so for the pad emplacement area.  

For linear structures (such as a row of storage pads), the recommended spacing is 1 

boring per every 100 linear feet for favorable, uniform geologic conditions, where continuity 

of subsurface strata is found (Reg. Guide 1.132, p. 1.132-3, 1.132-21, 1.132-22; State's Exh.  

97). Thus, based on this Reg. Guide table, a borehole spacing of 100 feet on-center seems 
appropriate.  

Q. 17: What spacing did PFS use? 

A. 17: The Applicant has used an approximate borehole and cone penetrometer 
("CPT') spacing of about 221 feet for this area (SAR Figure 2.6-19, Rev. 22; State's Exh.  

94). This approximate spacing was calculated by dividing the square foot area of the pad 

emplacement area (approximately 2 ,24 0 ,000 ft) by the number of boreholes (9) and CPT 

soundings (37) for a total of 46. This is about 1 boring or sounding for every 48,696 ft2, or 
about 1 boring for every 221 feet for a regular grid pattern.  

6 Panel Deposition Transcript of Dr. Thomas Y. Chang and Dr. Paul Trudeau, 

November 15, 2000.
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Q. 18: What do you conclude about sampling in the pad area?

A. 18: The pad emplacement area has been significantly undersampled when 
compared with the Canister Transfer Building and with the borehole spacings recommended 
byReg. Guide 1.132. This undersampling is even more acute when one considers that only 
9 boreholes (Al, B1, C1, A2, B2, C2, A3, B3, C3) were drilled in or near the pad 
emplacement area for the purpose of retrieving samples for laboratory testing and analysis.  
It is my opinion that this is significant under-sampling of this approximate 51-acre site.  

Q. 19: Has PFS performed Continuous Sampling? 

A. 19: No. The Applicant has relied on results of laboratory shear strength testing 
to define that resistance of the soil to dynamic loading. Cone penetrometer soundings taken 
in the pad emplacement area show a notable decrease in penetration resistance in a zone 
beginning at a depth of about 3 feet below ground surface and extending to a depth of about 
10 feet (Figures 1-8'). This layer is a silty-clay and clayey silt that has been identified as the 
upper Lake Bonneville sediments.  

Q. 20: Are the engineering properties of the upper Lake Bonneville 
sediments important, and, if so, why? 

A. 20: The engineering properties of this layer are very important because the 
Applicant relies on the shear strength of this layer to provide resistance to sliding (Calc.  
G(B)04-9, p. 11 and Calc. G(B)13-6, p. 9-10), State's Exhs. 95-96, respectively.  

For critical layers, such as this one, Reg. Guide 1.132, pp. 1.132-5 and 1.132-6 
(State's Exh. 97), recommends: 

Relatively thin zones of weak or unstable soils may be contained within more 
competent materials and may affect the engineering characteristics or 
behavior of the soil or rock Continuous sampling in subsequent borings is 
needed through these suspect zones. Where it is not possible to obtain 
continuous samples in a single boring, samples may be obtained from 
adjacent closely spaced borings in the immediate vicinity and may be used as 
representative of the material in the omitted depth intervals. Such a set of 
borings should be considered equivalent to one principal boring.  

State's Exhibit 99; graphs prepared by myself using data from ConeTec, Inc's Cone 
Penetration Testing Results of Soils at the PFS Facility, G(PO30), Rev. 1 (May 1999), as 
explained in my deposition of November 16, 2000 at 241-243 and Exh. 59 (UT-45647
45654) to that deposition, transcript excerpt included in Exh. 99.  
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Q. 21: How did PFS conduct its sampling?

A. 21: The Applicant's sampling strategy for the pad emplacement area consisted 
of drilling using a regular grid pattern and sampling at 5-foot depth intervals (i.e., taking a 

sample every 5 feet in the borehole).  

Q. 22: Do you see any problems arising from the way in which PFS 
conducted its sampling? 

A 22: Yes. The upper Lake Bonneville sediments have not been continuously 
sampled and characterized with depth. This incomplete characterization adds additional 

uncertainty to the Applicant's estimate of the shear strength of this important layer and 

subsequently to the factors of safety calculated for seismic sliding and bearing capacity of the 
pads.  

Q. 23: Do you see any weaknesses in PFS's sampling program? 

A. 23: The most egregious weakness of the Applicant's sampling program is the 

extreme undersampling that has been performed of the upper Lake Bonneville sediments.  

The Applicant has calculated the sliding resistance of the pads based on one set of direct 

shear tests obtained from borehole C-2 from a depth interval of 5.7 to 6 feet (Calc. G(B)04

9, p. 11). This set of tests results in a sliding shear strength value of 2.1 ksf for the static 

loading condition under the pads (Calc. G(B)04-9, p. 32). State's Exh. 95.  

Q. 24: Do you consider one set of direct shear tests to be representative of 

the upper Lake Bonneville sediments? 

A. 25: No. The Applicant has not demonstrated that this single datum is 
representative of the upper Lake Bonneville sediments for the 51-acre pad emplacement 

area. The volume of the upper Lake Bonneville sediments in the pad emplacement area is 

approximately 7 feet x 51 acres x 43,560 ft' or about 15,550,920 ft'. The Applicant has not 

demonstrated how this one set of direct shear tests is applicable to such a large volume of 
soil.  

Q. 25: What are the consequences of undersampling? 

A. 25: Such extreme undersampling of the pad emplacement area may be subject 

to severe bias and could potentially lead to overestimation of shear strength capacity 
available to resist earthquake forces.  

Further, the seismic stability calculations have not accounted for the potential 

horizontal variation of shear strength properties of the upper Lake Bonneville sediments 
across the pad emplacement area.
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Q. 26: Please give a specific example to illustrate the variation of shear 
strength properties? 

A. 26: One example is the cone penetrometer tests that have been performed in 
the pad emplacement area (State's Exh. 99, Figures 1-8). These data suggest that the 
penetration resistance (i.e., tip stress values, Qt) vary by a factor of about 2 across the pad 
emplacement area in the depth interval between 3 and 10 feet below the ground surface.  
The Applicant has made no statistical assessment of this horizontal variation and how this 
variation may impact the single shear strength value of 2.1 ksf used in the seismic sliding 
stability calculations for the pad emplacement area.  

Studies have shown that the shear strength of a given soil type is directly related to' 
the CPT penetration resistance (EPRIP, p. 4-55). Thus, it is reasonable to believe that the 
shear strength of the upper Lake Bonneville sediments may vary by a factor of 2 in the pad 
emplacement area. Clearly, it is possible that many areas may have undmined shear strength 
values somewhat below the 2.1 ksf value used in design and some areas may have undrained 
shear strength values considerably below the 2.1 ksf value. If the 2.1 ksf value is assumed to 
be an average value for this layer, then based on the variability suggested by the CPT logs, it 
is possible to have undrained direct shear strength values ranging from about 1.4 ksf to 2.8 
ksf.  

Q. 27: Is potential variability of shear strength in the upper Lake Bonneville 
sediments important and if so why? 

A. 27: The potential variability of shear strength in the upper Lake Bonneville 
sediments is of critical importance because it is possible to have an unsafe sliding condition 
if the undrained shear strength value changes approximately 15 percent below the assumed 
design value of 2.1 ksf. Thus, using the Applicant's assumed factor of safety against sliding 
of 1.27 for the pads, an unacceptable factor of safety against sliding will be obtained if the 
undrained shear strength is 1.82 ksf, or less. This is certainly possible, considering the 
potential range in shear strength values suggested by the CPT data taken from the pad 
emplacement area.  

Q. 28: Is there other evidence to suggest that PFS's shear strength value for 
the pad area may be unconservative? 

A. 28: Yes. Evidence that the design shear strength value of 2.1 ksf used by the 
Applicant may be unconservative for the pad emplacement area is found by examining the 

8 Electric Power Research Institute (1990). "Manual on Estimating Soil Properties 

for Design," EPRI Report No. EL-6800, Research Project 1493-6; excerpts included as 
State's Exhibit 100.
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direct shear test results for the Canister Transfer Building for the upper Lake Bonneville 
sediments. Only two sets of direct shear tests were performed for the CTB footprint area in 
the upper Lake Bonneville sediments. One of these sets has an undrained shear stress of 
about 1.75 ksf at a normal stress of 2.0 ksf (SWEC Calc. G(B)05-29, p. 35). I would note 
that the normal stress of 2.0 ksf is the approximate vertical static stress at the base of the 
cask storage pads. Thus, the CTB direct shear test results for the upper Lake Bonneville 
sediments suggests that shear strength values below the critical value of 1.82 ksf are certainly 
possible.  

Q. 29: Has PFS used potentially unconservative estimates of the ,ndrained 
shear strength for the CTB? 

A. 29: Yes. PFS has used potentially unconservative estimates of the undrained 
shear strength in the dynamic bearing capacity calculations for the Canister Transfer Building 
and has used data that are not located near this building. A weighted average for the 
undrained shear strength of 3.18 ksf was used for the upper 28 feet of the profile based on a 
unconsolidated undrained ("UU") test of 2.2 ksf from boring # 4 and C02 and adjusting this 
value by 1.64 for the deeper soils from 12 to 28 feet (Calc. G(B)13-6, p. 9 ; State's Exh. 96).  
However, boring # 4 and C02 are not within the footprint of the Canister Transfer Building 
(SAR Figure 2.6-19; State's Exh. 94). Both are located more than 1000 feet away from the 
building. CPT Sounding 37 was used to adjust for the undrained shear strength for the 
deeper layer beneath the CTB. This sounding is located within the footprint of the Canister 
Transfer Building; however it is more than a 1,000 feet from the location of the boreholes 
for the UU testing. This separation distance is too great and makes the adjustment factor of 
1.64 applied to the UU data potentially erroneous.  

Q. 30: Are there tests that, in your opinion, the Applicant should conduct? 

A. 30: Yes. Let me explain. Earthquake loadings are cyclic in nature with several 
reversals in the direction of loading during a large earthquake. However, the Applicant has 
used the peak undrained strength determined from a monotonic test (i.e, one directional 
loading without cycling) to represent the soil's shear resistance for the design of the pads and 
CTB foundations. This is not consistent with state-of-practice. It is important to perform 
cyclic laboratory testing on undisturbed soil samples to ensure there is no significant loss or 
degradation of shear strength due to cycling. These cyclic tests are commonly performed in 

9 SWEC Calc. No. G(B)05, Rev. 2, Dwomnv Bases for G P Parar.ePs Pmida in 
Cwom•r1 Design Cteria, June 15, 2000, excerpts included as State's Exhibit 101.
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a strain-controlled manner at various strain levels. Makdisi and Seed (1978)1° report that 
significant shear strains can develop in the laboratory samples when the cyclic loading 
approaches about 80 to 90 percent of the peak monotonic shear strength.  

The Applicant has not performed cyclic triaxial testing of the upper Lake Bonneville 
sediments to ensure that there is no significant degradation of shear strength at shear strain 
levels caused by the design basis earthquake. Thus, the Applicant's testing approach is 
potentially unconservative.  

Q. 31: Is there any way in which PFS could compensate for its failure to 
conduct cyclic testing? 

A. 31: Yes. When cyclic testing is absent, it is common practice to reduce the 
monotonic peak shear strength by about 10 to 20 percent to conservatively account for any 
potential strain softening of the soil due to cycling (MJakdisi and Seed, 1978).  

Q. 32: Do you have other concerns about PFS's testing of the upper Lake 
Bonneville sediments? 

A. 32: Yes. The upper Lake Bonneville sediments have anisotropic shear strength 
properties. This means that the shear strength is a function of the direction of shear (State's 
Exhibit 103, Figure 9"). The upper Lake Bonneville sediments are strongest in triaxial 
compression ("TC") and weakest in triaxial extension ("TE"). Theyhave intermediate shear 
strength values when tested in direct simple shear ("DSS"). Previous studies performed on 
Lake Bonneville sediments have shown that the undrained shear strength in triaxial 
extension is approximately 60 percent of the undrained shear strength in triaxial 
compression (Saye and Ladd, 2000, p. 11)12.  

The Applicant has primarily used triaxial compression tests to calculate the soil's 
resistance to beating capacity failure. No consideration has been given to performing triaxial 
extension tests to determine the degree of ani*ropy of the foundation soils. If significant .0 

antiropy is present, then the use of triaxial compression tests is unconservative and 
overestimates the average shear resistance along the potential failure plane (State's Exh. 103, 

'0 Makdisi, F. I., and Seed, H. B. (1978), "Simplified Procedure for Estimating Dam 

and Embankment Earthquake Induced Deformation," American Society of Engineers 
Journal of Geotechnical Engineering Division, pp. 849 - 867, July 1978; State's Exhibit 102.  

'1 Figure 4-6 from EPRI 1990, with my additional explanatory caption.  

12 Saye, S. and Ladd, C. C. (2000). "Design and Performance of the Foundation 

Stabilization Treatments for the Reconstruction of Interstate 15 in Salt Lake City," URS 
Corporation Speciality Conference, June 24, 2000; excerpts included as State's Exhibit 104.
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Figure 9 e). This issue has the greatest significance in analyzing the bearing capacity of the 
storage pads, due to their relatively narrow width (30 feet) and the small margin (i.e., 5 
percent) against seismic bearing capacity failure estimated by the Applicant.  

Q. 33: Has PFS adequately analyzed the stress-strain behavior of the native 
foundation soils under a range of cyclic strains imposed by the design basis 
earthquake? 

A. 33: No. The Applicant has relied on simple pseudo-static analyses to calculate 
the factor of safety against sliding and bearing capacity of the foundations for the pads and 
CTB. Such simple analyses do not consider the magnitude or the cyclic strains imposed by 
the earthquake and the effects that these cyclic strains have on the soil's shear strength 
properties and potential interaction with adjacent structures. For the case of relatively heavy 
structures (e.g., casks and CIB) resting on a deformable soil such as the Lake Bonneville 
deposits, it is more appropriate to perform soil-structure interaction analysis to estimate the 
dynamic stresses and strains imposed on the soil, soil cement and cement-treated soil.  

Q. 34: Based on your testimony, do you have an opinion about PFS's Soil 
Characterization, and if so, what is it? 

A. 34: The considerations discussed in this testimony have led me to conclude that 
the Applicant has not demonstrated that the upper Lake Bonneville sediments have adequate 
shear strength to resist the earthquake loadings imposed by the overlying foundations and 
structures for the pads and CTIB. I have concluded that the Applicant has not demonstrated 
acceptable factors of safety against seismic sliding and bearing capacity failure and has not 
met the requirement of 10 CFR § 72.102(d).  

Q. 35: Does this complete your testimony on soil characterization? 

A. 35: Yes.
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1 

2 MS. CHANCELLOR: There are a number of 

3 exhibits, Your Honor, exhibit 92, Dr. Bartlett's 

4 curriculum vitae has already been entered into the 

5 record with previous testimony.  

6 Exhibit 93 are excerpts from the Standard 

7 Review Plan, NUREG 0800, Section 3.8.5 Foundations.  

8 Exhibit 94 an excerpt from PFS' SAR revision 21, page 

9 2.6-45, and figure 2.6-19, that is from revision 22.  

10 Exhibit 95 excerpts from PFS' stability 

11 analysis of cask storage pads GB04, revision 9.  

12. Exhibit 96, Stability Analysis of the Canister 

13 Transfer Building, excerpts, calculation GB33, 

14 revision 6.  

15 Exhibit 97, excerpts from REG Guide 1.132, 

16 entitled: Site Investigations for Foundations of 

17 Nuclear Power Plants. Exhibit 98, excerpts from the 

18 deposition of Paul Trudeau and Thomas Y Chang, dated 

19 November 15, 2000.  

20 Exhibit 99, portions of a deposition 

21 transcript of Dr. Bartlett and Dr. Ostadan, dated 

22 November 16, 2000, with Figures 1 through 8 attached 

23 to that deposition transcript.  

24 Exhibit 100, an excerpt from a manual on 

25 estimating soil properties for foundation design, 

NEAL R. GROSS 
COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS 

1323 RHODE ISLAND AVE., N.W.  
(202) 234-4433 WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005.3701 www.nealrgross.com
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1 prepared by the Electric Power Research Institute.  

2 Figure 101, excerpts from documented basis for 

3 geotechnical parameters provided in geotechnical 

4 design criteria calculation GB05, revision 2, with one 

5 page, cover page and one page attached to it.  

6 Figure 102, excerpts from the journal 

7 Geotechnical Engineering Division Simplified Procedure 

8 for Estimating Dam and Embankment Earthquake and 

9 Defamations, July 1997.  

10 Figure 103, is entitled, Figure 9 

11 Laboratory Tests Commonly Performed to Determine the 

12 Anisotropy of Soils (After EPRI 1990). Figure 104, 

13 Design and Performance of Foundation Stabilization 

14 Treatments for the Reconstruction of Interstate 15 in 

15 Salt Lake City, Utah, excerpts from that document.  

16 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: The Reporter will mark 

17 all those for identification.  

18 (Whereupon, the above

19 referenced to documents were 

20 marked as State Exhibit Nos. 93 

21 through 104 for 

22 identification.) 

23 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: You said exhibits 93 

24 will be marked for identification. You said 92 was 

25 already in? 

NEAL R. GROSS 
COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS 

1323 RHODE ISLAND AVE., N.W.  
(202) 234-4433 WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005-3701 www.nealrgross.com
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1 MS. CHANCELLOR: That is correct, Your 

2 Honor. That came in with Dr. Bartlett's first 

3 testimony on Section D.  

4 I request that these be entered into the 

5 record, Your Honor.  

6 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Are there any objections 

7 to any of them? 

8 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: No objections.  

9 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Mr. O'Neill? 

10 MR. O'NEILL: I have no objections. I'm 

11 not going to state a formal objection. I would note, 

12 though, that I think that PFS is offering the entire 

13 REG Guide 1132 for admission, or -

14 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: Yes, it is one of the 

15 exhibits. But, you know, the fact that they are 

16 introducing an abridged version doesn't bother me, as 

17 long as we know which is the one that we are talking 

18 about.  

19 MR. TURK: I will note the same thing, 

20 Your Honor, with respect to exhibit 93, section 3.8.5 

21 of NUREG 0800 is already in evidence. This will be 

22 duplicative.  

23 My only concern is that when we go to 

24 findings, if somebody cites one of these documents, 

25 and somebody else cites the other one that there will 
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1 be confusion.  

2 I have no objection to the admission, 

3 though.  

4 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: At this point I think it 

5 would be harder to sort it out than to straighten out 

6 later. I appreciate the objection, or the concern.  

7 But then we will admit State Exhibits 93 to 104.  

8 (The document referred to, 

9 having been previously marked 

10 for identification as State 

11 Exhibit Nos. 93 through 104 

12 were received in evidence.) 

13 MS. CHANCELLOR: Dr. Bartlett is now 

14 available for cross examination, Your Honor.  

15 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: Mr. Chairman, can we 

16 go off the record for a second? 

17 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Yes, we can.  

18 (Whereupon, the above-entitled matter 

19 went off the record at 2:57 p.m. and 

20 went back on the record at 3:00 p.m.) 

21 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: You gave us an estimate, 

22 earlier in the day, of the time you will need. Having 

23 reconsidered that, what do you think you will need? 

24 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: Well, I still think 

25 about a couple of hours, but it is getting closer to 
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being firm, again. I think we might be able to finish 

the examination today.  

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: And then the State will 

have, or how about Staff? 

MR. O'NEILL: At this point we don't 

expect too much, Your Honor. But we reserve the right 

even putting on the testimony.  

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: And then the State will 

want to do redirect? 

MS. CHANCELLOR: Yes, and we won't know 

until cross is over.  

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Right. At this point, 

until you finish this, you don't know about rebuttal 

witnesses for tomorrow? 

MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: Well, we have, of 

course, Mr. Trudeau's rebuttal that you have now.  

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Right.  

MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: And what further 

rebuttal will be presented, I don't know, I can't 

tell. And I presume that Ms. Chancellor would like to 

start, if we finish early today, defer starting with 

Mr. Trudeau until tomorrow, so she can review the 

rebuttal. Is that right? 

MS. CHANCELLOR: Well, I thought you 

weren't going to get through with Dr. Bartlett until 
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1 today? 

2 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: Well, I don't know 

3 what time we -

4 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Well, let's get started 

5 and see. And I will remind everyone we are starting 

6 at 8 tomorrow, and going until 2.  

7 CROSS EXAMINATION 

8 BY MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: 

9 Q Good afternoon, Dr. Bartlett.  

10 A Good afternoon.  

11 Q As you probably know well, my name is 

12 Matias Travieso-Diaz. And I'm an attorney 

13 representing PFS in this Proceeding. And I will be 

14 asking you, this afternoon, some questions with 

15 respect to Section C of Contention, Utah Contention 

16 L/QQ.  

17 And earlier in the week we covered the 

18 soil cement portion of the Contention, and now we are 

19 going to address the rest of that Section of Utah 

20 L/QQ, is that correct? 

21 A Yes, my understanding is we will talk 

22 about the soils now.  

23 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: I have marked for 

24 examination a document that, to my surprise, is nct 

25 part of the record yet. It is, and I would like to 
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mark it as PFS exhibit 237, it is entitled: It is 

dated January 16th, 2002, it is signed by Ms.  

Chancellor, and it is entitled: Joint Submittal of 

Unified Geotechnical Contention Utah L, and Utah QQ, 

and attached to it, I believe, it is the text of the 

Contention on which you are offering testimony, as 

agreed by the Parties, and accepted by the Board.  

(Whereupon, the above

referenced to document was 

marked as PFS Exhibit No. 237 

for identification.) 

BY MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: 

Q Dr. Bartlett, are you familiar with this 

document? 

A Yes.  

Q All right. You were, of course, here 

today when Mr. Trudeau and Dr. Ofoegbu testified on 

this Contention, weren't you? 

A I was.  

Q And you have reviewed the prefiled direct 

testimony of both of those gentlemen? 

A I reviewed the prefiled testimony of Mr.  

Trudeau. I have not of Dr. Ofoegbu.  

Q And is any of the information that was 

presented in Mr. Trudeau's testimony, written 
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1 testimony, or in the oral testimony of Mr. Trudeau, 

2 and Dr. Of oegbu, caused you to change any of the 

3 opinions, or assertions that you have made in your 

4 prefiled direct? 

5 A It has not.  

6 Q All right. When I took your deposition, 

7 back in November of the year 2000, you indicated you 

8 had not performed any calculations, tests, or other 

9 analysis in connection with the soil characterization 

10 issues. Is that still the case? 

11 A I haven't performed new analyses, that is 

12 correct.  

13 Q Or tests, or calculations? 

14 A I have not performed any tests, any 

15 calculations I do are usually just scribbling in 

16 margins of calculations.  

17 Q And you also have not conducted any actual 

18 in situ tests at the site of the PFS site? 

19 A I have not.  

20 Q You have visited the site, have you? 

21 A I have.  

22 Q And you heard Mr. Trudeau describe his 

23 understanding of the layering, if you will, of the 

24 soils at the PFS site. Do you agree with it? 

25 A I have, I think, for general talking 
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1 purposes it is relatively adequate.  

2 Q Would you like, in any way, to expand on 

3 his description to provide additional information that 

4 you might think would be pertinent? 

5 A It may be unusual to understand the upper 

6 Bonneville clays, and how they were deposited. These 

7 are lake deposits, or lacostering deposits that are 

8 approximately 50,000 to 15,000 years old.  

9 They were deposited in these valleys, 

10 these inter-mountain valleys of Utah, by Lake 

11 Bonneville. It is a lake that predates the Great Salt 

12 Lake. In fact the Great Salt Lake is really just a 

13 remnant of Lake Bonneville.  

14 These soils in the upper Bonneville 

15 sediments are finely bedded soils of clays, 

16 interbedded with silts, and clayey silts. The fabric 

17 of this layering may be on the order of half of an 

18 inch, to a quarter of an inch in some of these 

19 layerings.  

20 The layering is due to quiet times during 

21 the lake, maybe during the winter and early spring, 

22 when there is not much runoff. The finer-grained 

23 particles, which would be the clays, would essentially 

24 be deposited at the base of the lake.  

25 When the runoffs get large you have more 
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A 

Q 

30 feet 

A 

But, yes 

Q 

dense.  

A

(202) 234-4433

Sure.

Is it correct to say that the soils below 

are very dense sands and silts? 

They are dense, I'm not sure very dense.  

;, they are -

Well, I don't know how to define very 

They are dense, in some sense? 

They are dense.  
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silt-sized particles that may be predominant, and so 

you get this microfabric of distinct layering in the 

Bonneville clays.  

If you look at it in an aggregate, it 

would probably best be described as a clay silt, silty 

clay, but it is finely bedded, and plastic, and 

compressible.  

Q You heard Dr. Ofoegbu describe his 

characterization of the soils, the subsoils at the PFS 

site, as essentially being two layers, two main 

layers, one for the first 30 feet, and another one for 

the rest, if you will.  

A My understanding, that layering was based 

on an earlier characterization, earlier profiles, very 

early on in the project.  

Q Well, just using his shorthand for one 

second.
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1 Q And is it your understanding that they 

2 have significant strength and very low 

3 compressibility? 

4 A Relatively, yes. They are -- for our 

5 talking purposes they are, really, of no major concern 

6 here.  

7 Q Well, but in fact it is more than just 

8 relative. If I remember, when I took your deposition 

9 you said that these layers below 30 feet were so dense 

10 that the measuring equipment ran the risk of breaking 

11 down if they tried to penetrate it. Do you remember 

12 that? 

13 A The cone penetrometer could not penetrate, 

14 the testing that was done in these denser materials 

15 was all standard penetration testing.  

16 Q Okay. And if you remember Dr. Ofoegbu's 

17 testimony, he essentially said that there were, within 

18 the first layer, five distinct or separate sublayers? 

19 A Yes, I do.  

20 Q Do you agree with that breakdown? 

21 A May I check the -

22 Q Please. If you would take a look a: 

23 exhibit 233, maybe that will suggest additional 

24 clarification on your part.  

25 MS. CHANCELLOR: If you have your counter 
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MS. CHANCELLOR: All of his testimony 

refers to the upper Bonneville.  

BY MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: 

Q Would it be correct to say that whenever 
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copy in the SAR in exhibit 2.6-5 -

THE WITNESS: Yes, I would agree to that 

statement, there appears to be five sublayers above 

the denser material at depth.  

BY MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: 

Q And apparently based on the testimony of 

Mr. Trudeau and Dr. Ofoegbu, of those five soil 

layers, the one of concern is what in exhibit 233 

appears to be the second one, called silty clay/clayey 

silt? 

A Yes, that is the one I've been referring 

to as the upper Bonneville clay.  

Q Maybe we should just stick with Dr.  

Ofoegbu's definition, just so we use the same 

terminology.  

A Layer which, did he refer to it? 

Q He called it layer 1-B, it really doesn't 

matter as long as we understand, and use it 

consistently.  

A That is fine, I will refer to it as layer 

1-B.
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Q 

relative

Fair enough.  

And that layer is of concern because 

to the others it is the one that has --

A Lower strengths and higher 

compressibility.  

Q Thank you very much. Is it your view that 

by now the nature of the soil layers, subsoil layers 

at the PFS site is well understood? 

A Yes, the layering, in general, is well 

understood.  

Q And the nature of the soils in each of the 

sublayers is well understood, as well? 

A The nature is a very broad term.  

Q All right, how about the characteristics 

of the soil, the properties that are of interest to 

people in the geotechnical field? 

A No, I would not say that they have been 

fully characterized in each of these layers.  

Q Well, maybe the way to get at this, in a 
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your testimony refers to upper Lake Bonneville clay 

deposits, that is layer 1-B? 

A Yes.  

Q Feel free to use whatever name, I just 

want the record to be clear as to what we are talking 

about.
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1 simple way is saying, is it your understanding, for 

2 example, in terms of compressibility, or shear 

3 strength, which is perhaps an interesting parameter, 

4 that layer 3 has greater shear strength than layer 2, 

5 and so on? 

6 A Well, layer 2 is predominantly a cohesive 

7 material. Laye2. 3 may be somewhat of a granular 

8 material. So it is a little bit difficult to say, 

9 exactly. But I will say that layer 3 is denser, 

10 stiffer than layer 2.  

11 Q I'm reminded that I talked myself into 

12 going into an ambiguous, calling it layer 2. That is, 

13 again, layer 1-B, the upper Bonneville clays that we 

14 are talking about? 

15 A Layer 1-B, yes.  

16 Q Yes, thank you. If you would take a look, 

17 before getting into the substance, so that we clarify 

18 what we are talking about, if you take a look at PFS 

19 exhibit 237 that was just handed out, which is the 

20 list of the items in Utah Contention L/QQ.  

21 Do you have that with you? 

22 A Yes, I do.  

23 Q Now, would you turn to your testimony, and 

24 I believe it is answer 14, is it correct to say that 

25 the items that you list, like i, ii, iii, and iv 
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1 correspond to the soil characterization concerns that 

2 are raised on exhibit 237, under subsection C? 

3 And those are, I believe, on page 2 of the 

4 attachment to the cover letter on exhibit 237.  

5 MS. CHANCELLOR: I would note, for the 

6 record, that the leading sentence to paragraph C-2, on 

7 exhibit 237, does not appear in answer 14.  

8 MS. CHANCELLOR: Thank you, Ms.  

9 Chancellor.  

10 BY MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: 

11 Q Dr. Bartlett, what I'm trying to do, for 

12 the Board's benefit, is to try to correlate the issues 

13 of concerns that you raised in your testimony to the 

14 issues that were raised in Contention L/QQ, that is 

15 all what I'm trying to do.  

16 A May I just go back to the Contention and 

17 identify them? 

18 Q Yes, please, whichever way.  

19 A C-1, C-2, C-3, that is all I see right 

20 now.  

21 Q But, for example, is it correct that C-I 

22 on page 2 of exhibit 237 corresponds to paragraph 

23 sub(I) in answer 14? 

24 A It looks fairly close, I don't see much 

25 difference, other than the title was quoted in the 
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1 Contention, where I left it out.  

2 Q All right. And then C-2A would raise the 

3 same concern that is raised in ii in answer 14? 

4 A Well, one deals with the spacings of the 

5 borings, the other deals with not performing 

6 continuous sampling of critical soil layers.  

7 Q I'm sorry, I thouchc I lost you. I was 

8 asking you to compare C-2A with 14ii.  

9 MS. CHANCELLOR: Your Honor, I'm willing 

10 to stipulate that -

11 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: I'm just only trying, 

12 all right, I will move on.  

13 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: One is C-1, two is C-2A, 

14 three is C-2B, and four is C-3A, right? 

15 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: If he can say that for 

16 the record then we know what we are talking about.  

17 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Well, I can say it by 

18 looking at them.  

19 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: All right.  

20 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Is that any problem, 

21 here, Ms. Chancellor, Dr. Bartlett? 

22 THE WITNESS: I don't see any problem.  

23 MS. CHANCELLOR: No.  

24 BY MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: 

25 Q Now, is there a place in which you raised 
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1 any concern relating to subsection C of this 

2 Contention, with respect to the canister transfer 

3 building? 

4 A Are you referring to the original 

5 Contention? 

6 Q Well, I don't believe that this Contention 

7 has changed.  

8 A I see C-3B.  

9 Q I'm sorry, I tell you what, it might be 

10 more efficient to cover it as we go along. Strike the 

11 last question.  

12 Turn now to Answer 7 in your direct 

13 testimony, that is on page, I believe it is page 3.  

14 In that answer 7 you refer to -- you indicated the 

15 capacity of the foundation to withstand earthquake 

16 loadings is, in part, a function of the soil's shear 

17 strength. Do you see that? 

18 A Yes.  

19 Q Would you explain, for the record, what 

20 you understand shear strength to be? 

21 A Shear strength is the resistance to shear, 

22 shearing along a shear plane.  

23 Q So it is the ability of the soil to resist 

24 the -

25 A Shear.  
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1 Q Which are motions which are parallel to 

2 the surface? 

3 A It is when two planes try to slide or 

4 shear.  

5 Q And, of course, it can be vertical or 

6 horizontal? 

7 A Yes. The orientation depends on the 

8 direction of the stresses.  

9 Q Is this shear strength a property that you 

10 can derive through laboratory tests? 

11 A Yes, it is.  

12 Q Is it difficult, or hard to determine, 

13 from laboratory tests, what the shear strength is? 

14 A No.  

15 Q And to your knowledge has PFS performed 

16 tests to obtain values of shear strength? 

17 A Yes.  

18 Q And if I recall your testimony, you didn't 

19 describe having any problems with the methodology that 

20 PFS employed in conducting those tests, did you? 

21 A That is a broad question. We have to 

22 focus on specific tests, and what we are trying to 

23 accomplish with those.  

24 Q Well, let's just talk about the, as it was 

25 discussed earlier today, the shear strength resistance 
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1 against sliding. Did PFS perform tests to determine 

2 that property of the soils? 

3 A They performed some tests, yes.  

4 Q And my question was, focusing only on that 

5 kind of tests, do you have any concerns about the 

6 manner in which the tests were conducted? 

7 A I have no problem with the procedure with 

8 which the tests were conducted with.  

9 Q Thank you. Would you turn to answer 15? 

10 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: If I may interrupt for 

11 a second, Your Honor, I am gratified to see that 

12 Kinko's came through. I would like to interrupt the 

13 examination for a second to mark, as exhibit 233A, a 

14 document which is identical to 233, except that it is 

15 in color, instead of black and white.  

16 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Thank you. The Reporter 

17 will do that, and so will we.  

18 (Whereupon, the above

19 referenced to document was 

20 marked as PFS Exhibit No. 233A 

21 for identification.) 

22 BY MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: 

23 Q Dr. Bartlett, with respect to Answer 15, 

24 again, is it fair to say that you sought, in Answer 

25 15, to describe the significance that you personally 
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1 attribute to the concerns that you raised in Answer 

2 14? 

3 A Yes.  

4 Q And would it be correct to say that your 

5 concerns relate, essentially, to the fact that the PFS 

6 has adopted, in its foundation design, a factor of 

7 safety of 1.1 against sliding bearing capacity, and 

8 overturning failure? 

9 A I don't understand that question.  

10 Q Let me ask the question this other way.  

11 Is it correct that you understand that PFS has 

12 adopted, in its foundation design, a factor of safety 

13 of 1.1 against sliding, bearing capacity, failure, and 

14 overturning failure? 

15 A Yes, my understanding is that those 

16 factors of safety are listed in the calculations.  

17 MS. CHANCELLOR: Are you referring to the 

18 pads and the canister transfer building? 

19 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: Right now I'm talking 

20 about the pads. But I believe that maybe Dr. Bartlett 

21 can confirm this for me, that they have adopted the 

22 same factor of safety for the canister transfer 

23 building as well.  

24 BY MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: 

25 Q Is that correct? 
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1 A That is correct.  

2 Q Now you, in question 15, answer 15, you 

3 identify three specific calculated factors of safety 

4 for the pads and the canister transfer building, is 

5 that right? 

6 A Yes, I saw them. Sorry it took me some 

7 time to find the last one.  

8 Q And the values you cite are 1.27 as a 

9 factor of safety against sliding of the pads; 1.17 as 

10 the factor of safety against bearing capacity of the 

11 pads, and 1.26 as the factor of safety against sliding 

12 with the canister transfer building, is that right? 

13 A Yes, those come from PFS' calculations.  

14 Q And those are, in fact, the lowest 

15 calculated factor of safety for each of those failure 

16 modes, is that right? 

17 A That is not correct.  

18 Q Well, the lowest calculated by PFS for 

19 each of those failure modes? 

20 A Still can't agree with the question.  

21 Q All right, let me show if I can frame the 

22 question in a way that makes sense to you.  

23 Is it correct that PFS characterizes its 

24 base case in its design, a calculated minimum factor 

25 of safety against sliding of the pads is 1.27? 
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1 A PFS has done several calculations of 

2 factor safety. They put forth a proposition that the 

3 lowest factor of safety, which they call their base 

4 case, has a factor of safety of 1.27.  

5 Q And that is what, for example, Mr. Trudeau 

6 has testified to a number of times in this Proceeding, 

7 is that right? 

8 A He refers to it as his base case, yes.  

9 Q And for that base case, as he defines it, 

10 the minimum factor of safety against sliding for the 

11 pads is 1.27? 

12 A That is what Mr. Trudeau has calculated.  

13 Q That is the calculated value? 

14 A That is what he has calculated, yes.  

15 Q You have done no calculations of your own 

16 to come up with a competing or different number, have 

17 you? 

18 A No.  

19 Q Now -

20 A The factor of safety is in dispute, but I 

21 did not calculate.  

22 Q And, by the same token, the 1.17 is what 

23 PFS has calculated to be the minimum factor of safety 

24 against bearing capacity failure of the pads, is that 

25 right? 
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1 A That is what is in the calculations.  

2 Q And, again, the 1.26 is what PFS has 

3 calculated as the minimum factor of safety against 

4 sliding of the canister transfer building, is that 

5 right? 

6 A That is what is in the calculations.  

/ Q All right. Now, if I understand your 

8 concern, as you expressed it in answer 15, is that 

9 those minimum calculated factors of safety are not 

10 that much greater than 1.1, is that right? 

11 A My concern is, has the dynamic forces, and 

12 the capacity of the soils been properly described and 

13 used to calculate those factors of safety.  

14 Q Turn to the last paragraph in your answer 

15 15, the one that starts with the word however. And 

16 focus on the first sentence where it says: It is 

17 clear that -- do you see that sentence, that portion 

18 of that sentence? The last paragraph starts with 

19 however.  

20 A Yes, I see that.  

21 Q Okay.  

22 A It is clear. I found it, it is clear now, 

23 yes.  

24 Q Right. Now, is it a correct 

25 interpretation, what you are saying there, is that if 
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1 -- that you only have a 6 to 15 percent margin above 

2 the 1.1 factor of safety? 

3 A Yes. The however was to remind the reader 

4 that the seismic loading capacity was in dispute.  

5 However, if one was to accept them at face value, as 

6 potentially correct, they were still fairly narrow 

7 margins.  

8 Q And what you mean by narrow margin, for 

9 example, is that take the 1.27 -

10 A Yes.  

11 Q -- when you say 6 to 15 percent, the way 

12 you arrive at those numbers is you take 1.27 and you 

13 subtract from that 1.1, and then you divide by 1.1? 

14 A That would be my understanding.  

15 Q So you are saying that if, for some 

16 reason, that factor of safety drops 15 percent, you 

17 are down to 1.1? 

18 A I don't have my calculator, but it seems 

19 to be in the right order.  

20 Q But that was your intent, what you are 

21 trying to relate here is how far above the 1.1 -

22 A I think I'm making a general observation 

23 that the margins are somewhere between 5 and 15 

24 percent, depending on which case we are looking at.  

25 Q Correct. But when you say, following in 
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1 that same sentence, variations, or small decreases 

2 about 5 to 15 percent, in the soils shear strength, 

3 and other values used in the design, can lead to 

4 potential unsafe conditions.  

5 So the same 15 percent we talk about, what 

6 would that lead you to be just a 1.1? 

7 A Yes, if it was one case that where 15 

8 percent change brought you to 1.1.  

9 Q And how do you see that as being an unsafe 

10 condition? You are still 10 percent above sliding, 

11 aren't you? 

12 A There is uncertainty in the calculation of 

13 factor of safety. It is not a -- the thing, I think, 

14 we can split that finely.  

15 Q No, my question was this. Trying to 

16 understand what you are trying to say, you are not 

17 asserting -

18 A As we get closer to 1.1 there is a higher 

19 potential for failure of the foundation system, it is 

20 a very narrow margin.  

21 Q Okay. So you are 1.11 close to the limit, 

22 and -

23 A I don't split numbers that finely, but as 

24 you approach it there is more of a chance of a 

25 failure.  
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1 Q Well, but what I'm trying to say is very 

2 simple. When you say here you get up to 15 percent 

3 you have a potentially unsafe condition, all you are 

4 saying is, if I go above 15 percent I'm at 1.1, that 

5 is the math we went through a moment ago, right? 

6 A Assuming there is no uncertainty in the 

7 factor of safety I.±, yes, I will give you that. But 

8 there is uncertainty even in the factor of safety 1.1.  

9 Q Okay. And the reason you have a 1.1 

10 factor of safety is to accommodate that uncertainty, 

11 isn't it? You are still 10 percent above the place 

12 where you think you might start sliding? 

13 A Factors of safety are always somewhat 

14 based on our judgement.  

15 Q But let me ask the question this other 

16 way. Isn't it true that when you have a minimum 

17 factor of safety of 1.27 you are 27 percent above that 

18 you estimated you are going to have, to start sliding? 

19 A Possibly.  

20 Q That is what 1.27 means, isn't it? 

21 A What I'm trying to propose to you that a 

22 factor of safety of 1.0 may or may not be sliding, you 

23 don't know.  

24 Q But what you are saying is that perhaps 

25 you don't believe that 1.27 is really that hard a 
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1 number, but you -

2 A No, none of these numbers are that hard.  

3 Q But if you go to 1.27, you are 27 percent 

4 factor of safety above the place where -

5 MS. CHANCELLOR: Your Honor, I believe 

6 this has been asked and answered.  

7 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: No, I don't think I 

8 have gotten an answer.  

9 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: They haven't reached a 

10 meeting of the minds yet.  

11 THE WITNESS: If there is no uncertainty 

12 in your estimate of factor of safety you are correct.  

13 If there is uncertainty in your estimate of factor 

14 safety you are not correct.  

15 BY MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: 

16 Q Another question that I have, this all 

17 assumes, and in fact, the factor of safety is directly 

18 proportional to the shear strength, is that right, 

19 that is what you are referring to in this paragraph? 

20 A In this case, yes, it is the capacity and 

21 demand, with the capacity being the dynamic -- excuse 

22 me, the demand being the dynamic close to the capacity 

23 being the shear resistance of the soils.  

24 Q And that is true for all failure modes? 

25 A No.  
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1 Q Would you explain? 

2 A For all failure modes? 

3 Q No, I asked you whether it is true that 

4 the shear, that the shear strength -

5 A For other failure modes that don't require 

6 shear strength, per se, there could be other failure 

7 modes, like excessive settlement that doesn't rely on 

8 shear strength. So would you please refine your 

9 question? 

10 Q Well, that is what I was trying to get to, 

11 exactly, thank you for helping me. Isn't it true, for 

12 example, that overturning is totally independent of 

13 shear strength, or in fact, of any soil parameter? 

14 A Overturning of what, of a foundation? 

15 Q Of a foundation of the pads, or the 

16 canister transfer building.  

17 A If the foundation is not attached to the 

18 soil in any way, overturning would be completely 

19 independent of the soil properties. If the foundation 

20 is attached, or imbedded into the soil, then 

21 overturning also becomes a function of the shear 

22 strength of the soil, because it also contribute to 

23 resisting overturning.  

24 Q And in the case of the foundations at the 

25 PFS, are they imbedded in the soil? 
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1 A Very shallowly.  

2 Q Do you recall whether in the computation 

3 overturning stability, PFS evoked, or took advantage 

4 of, or took into consideration, the properties of the 

5 soil? 

6 A They did not. They did not take any 

7 credit for imbedment.  

8 Q Thank you. And with respect to bearing 

9 capacity failure, is it your testimony that there is 

10 a direct linear relation between shear strength of the 

11 soil and bearing capacity failure, or factor of safety 

12 against bearing capacity failure? 

13 A It is an awkwardly put question. Maybe if 

14 you would try to rephrase it? 

15 Q I'm particularly incoherent today. What 

16 I was trying to ask is, you said that there was a, 

17 essentially a linear relation between factor of safety 

18 against sliding -

19 A Factor of safety is a ratio of capacity 

20 divided by demand.  

21 Q And is there a similar ratio for bearing 

22 capacity, or is it a more complex relationship? 

23 A It is more complex than that.  

24 Q All right. That 1.27 factor of safety 

25 against sliding failure, through sliding of the pads, 
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for what, if you will, orientation of the earthquake 

forces, and the pad arrangement, was it for the north

south, or for the east-west direction? 

A That I can't recall for the direction of 

which the peak ground accelerations were the highest.  

Q All right, we will maybe go back to that 

later.  

The 1.17 bearing capacity failure -

A Yes.  

Q -- do you recall for that case it was -

A I believe that is where the peak ground 

accelerations were one hundred percent in the north

south, and one hundred percent in the east-west.  

Q All right, and that helps a little bit.  

We will go back to this in a minute.  

I tell you what, let's go to subsection C1 

of exhibit 237, the claims, which is also, if I 

believe, you said it was subparagraph 14-I, in answer 

14, on page 5.  

A Yes.  

Q Would you summarize what your concern is 

in this, with respect to this section? 

A 14i, little I? 

Q Yes.  

A My understandinq at the beqinninq of this
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A Yes, I think so.  

Q If I understand correctly what you are 

saying in those questions, your concern is with the 

number of borings that PFS made? 

A The density of borings, yes.  

Q And the -- and your computation, or your 

opinion in answer 17, is that the spacing, the 

combined spacing between the borings and the cone 

penetration tests was about 221 feet? 

A On average, yes.  

Q Yes. And you believe that the REG Guide 

calls for a spacing of 100 feet? 

A Approximately, yes, 100 feet spacings.  

Q If you would take a look, I think you have 

a package. with you, PFS exhibit 234, that is REG Guide 

1.132.  
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project the Applicant was using this REG Guide as 

guidance, and the recommended spacings in this 

guidance was not followed.  

Q I'm sorry, when you say this guide, are 

you talking about REG Guide 1.132? 

A That is correct.  

Q And you describe the substance, if you 

will, of that concern in answers 16 through 18, is 

that right?
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1 MS. CHANCELLOR: Dr. Bartlett, it is part 

2 of the rebuttal testimony of Mr. Trudeau, that exhibit 

3 is at the back of his rebuttal testimony.  

4 THE WITNESS: Thank you.  

5 BY MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: 

6 Q The second document in that package, I 

7 believe, is exhibit 234, which is guide 1.132.  

8 A Yes, I found it.  

9 Q You have that. If you take a look at the 

10 first page of the exhibit, in the right-hand column, 

11 and looking at the, starting at the second sentence 

12 that reads, because the details of the actual site 

13 investigation will be highly site dependent, the 

14 procedures described herein should be used only as 

15 guidance, and should be tempered with professional 

16 judgement, alternative and special investigative 

17 procedures that have been derived in a professional 

18 manner will be considered equally applicable for 

19 conducting foundation investigations.  

20 Did I read that right? 

21 A Yes, I read that.  

22 Q I read this section as meaning that the 

23 various recommendations, including the 100 foot 

24 spacing, are just recommendations, where the Applicant 

25 or the designer is free to use professional judgement 
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1 and come up with alternative solutions? 

2 A Yes, my understanding is that there can be 

3 judgement applied. And, potentially, if you put six 

4 geotechnical engineers in a room you might get 12 

5 different investigation plans.  

6 Q Okay. So you don't necessarily adhere to 

7 the view that 100 is a hard and fast number, is it? 

8 A No, I do not.  

9 Q So what is the problem that you have with 

10 the 221 that PFS did? 

11 A I think it is still somewhat sparse, not 

12 particularly looking at the cone penetrometer data, 

13 but the amount of borings that were done, and the 

14 amount of undisturbed sampling that was done.  

15 Q Putting aside the guidance of 1.132, for 

16 a second, what information do you think that you may 

17 be missing by having, as you call it, a sparse 

18 distribution of borings? 

19 A The strength and compressibility 

20 properties of key layers fully characterized with 

21 their uncertainty.  

22 Q But you heard Dr. Ofoegbu talk about how 

23 you can look at the cone penetration test data, and 

24 get a good sense what the strengths and 

25 compressibility of the soils are as you go down the 
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1 soil profile. Do you disagree with that? 

2 A One can if you have a correlation that 

3 relates the cone penetrometer test, the tip 

4 resistance, to undrained shear strength, such a 

5 correlation doesn't exist for this site.  

6 So you have to be using your judgment, or 

7 some other correlation that is not from this site to 

8 try to make that inference.  

9 Q Let me see, you are saying that there is 

10 no direct correlation between cone penetration, tip 

11 resistance, and shear strength? 

12 A There is a correlation, but the 

13 correlation has to be somewhat site specific. Because 

14 if we did it in Boston we may get a different 

15 correlation than if we did it in Chicago, or if we did 

16 it in Salt Lake.  

17 And it is not because we are in different 

18 geographical locations, but because the deposits are 

19 different.  

20 Q So for every soil the relationship between 

21 shear strength, for each site, the relationship 

22 between shear strength of the soil and cone 

23 penetrometer tip resistance might be different? 

24 A Yes, the relationship could be different 

25 for different types of soils.  
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1 Q All right. And what kind of relationship 

2 is it? 

3 A If you refer to my prefiled testimony, 

4 give me a moment here to find the right exhibit.  

5 MS. CHANCELLOR: Try number 99.  

6 THE WITNESS: No, that is not it. It is 

7 exhibit 100. This is a publication on the manual for 

8 estimating soil properties for foundation design 

9 published by EPRI, Electric Power Research Institute.  

10 It shows a correlation that is used to 

11 predict shear strength from the cone penetrometer. If 

12 you refer to equation 4-6, you will see Q sub C, which 

13 is the tip resistance from the cone penetrometer -

14 BY MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: 

15 Q Dr. Bartlett, pardon for interrupting. Do 

16 you mean to say 4-61? 

17 A Excuse me, you are correct, 4-61. In 4-61 

18 you see an equation which says Q little sub C, which 

19 is the cone tip resistance measured from the cone 

20 penetrometer, as a function of an NK factor, which is 

21 called a cone bearing factor times S of U, plus sigma 

22 V not.  

23 Sigma V not is the overburden stress, or 

24 the total overburden stress, as it is called here. So 

25 you simply solve that equation for S of U, and you 
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1 will have a correlation, and it is primarily a 

2 function of this N sub K factor.  

3 If you turn to page 4-57 of that same 

4 exhibit, these are N sub K factors that have been 

5 published in the literature by various researchers.  

6 And you can see this NK factor varies from a low of 

7 about 4.5 to a high of about 75.  

8 So depending on what type of soil you are 

9 in, and its characteristics, there are correlations, 

10 but they are generally considered to be site specific.  

11 Q All right. Would you take a look, in 

12 that package that you have in front of you, to PFS 

13 exhibit 236, it is the last one.  

14 A Okay.  

15 Q And that is an excerpt from your 

16 deposition on November 17, 2000. Do you remember we 

17 discussed this particular issue at some length, as is 

18 reflected on those pages, is that right? 

19 A I do recall that.  

20 Q Yes. And if I remember we had some sort 

21 of, I would say, technical debate as to whether you 

22 could say that a formula pretty much like the one in 

23 4-61 meant that the relationship between cone tip 

24 resistance, and shear strength of the soil, was 

25 linear, or whether the various factors that form part 
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I don't understand linear.  

Well, the relationship cone penetration is 

Right.  

-- and the shear strength is a constant 

value? 

Okay.  

That is not the case here, is it? 

That is not the case here. What do you

mean? 

Q Well, I'm just trying to get you to 

explain for me whether you believe that if I'm giving 

a value of cone penetration tip resistance, and I know 

the site parameters, I come up with a single number 
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of that equation were variable.  

Do you remember that discussion? 

A Not completely, it has been too long.  

Q Well, I don't intend to put you or the 

Board through it again. But isn't it true that, yes, 

it is site specific, and -

A It is site specific, and preferably one 

would like to stay in the same soil type to develop 

these correlations.  

Q Yes, but it isn't necessarily linear, is
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1 that -- by which I can multiply, or divide the cone 

2 penetration tip resistance, and obtain shear strength? 

3 A In a hypothetical case, where you had a 

4 homogenous clay you would have the same N sub K 

5 factor. If the materials change appreciably in their 

6 characteristics, NK factor will change, according to 

7 the type of material.  

8 Q So what I'm saying is that as question 461 

9 demonstrates, there is some sort of correlation, but 

10 it isn't as simple as taking a constant and 

11 multiplying it, or dividing it by the cone penetration 

12 tip resistance and, voila, you have the shear 

13 strength, is that right? 

14 A No, it is more complex than that, yes.  

15 Q Thank you. Let's move to what is listed 

16 as Section C2-A of Contention L/QQ, and which I 

17 believe it says that Applicant has not performed 

18 continuous sampling of critical soil layers, as 

19 recommended by REG guide 1.132.  

20 Is your discussion of that concern 

21 described on answer 19 of your testimony? 

22 A Could you refer me to the Contention, 

23 again, which line are we looking at? 

24 Q I think we are talking about subsection 

25 C2B, that is on page 2 of exhibit 237. I'm sorry, 
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1 C2A. I'm sorry, I've been misleading you.  

2 A C2A, I see a mention of continuous 

3 sampling, and in -- you referred me back to my 

4 testimony, to Answer 19? .  

5 Q Yes, I'm trying to see where it is that 

6 you discuss this concern, is that correct that it is 

7 in answer 19? Answer 18 and 19, to be precise.  

8 A Okay, answer 18.  

9 MS. CHANCELLOR: Instruct the witness to 

10 take whatever time he needs to review his entire 

11 testimony if Mr. Travieso-Diaz is going to go through 

12 and compare each section of the Contention with each 

13 answer to the testimony.  

14 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Fair enough.  

15 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: Yes, that is fine. The 

16 only reason I'm doing this is because the testimony of 

17 Dr. Bartlett is not necessarily tied directly to every 

18 one of the Contentions.  

19 For the benefit of the record I'm trying 

20 to see where he is talking about each of the 

21 contentions that he proffered.  

22 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Why are we doing that? 

23 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: So I would know what 

24 we are talking about.  

25 MS. CHANCELLOR: It is going to take time, 
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But I have been accused of being tedious 

SI'm going to move on, and ask him specific 

And they are as follows.  

BY MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: 

Will you tell us what the concern about 

is that you are talking about in your 
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Your Honor.  

THE WITNESS: It is tedious.  

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: If he -- thank you, Dr.  

Bartlett.  

MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: All right, I have been 

corrected.  

(Laughter.) 

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: We have his testimony, 

you are entitled to attack his testimony. But why, at 

this late date in the Proceeding, are we trying to 

match it up with the Contention? 

MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: Well, it is very 

simple. As I said, I think that some portions of the 

testimony can be easily matched, this one I believe is 

on answer 19, some of them cannot.  

And what I'm trying to understand is, for 

your benefit, as much as anybody else's, is when you 

try to figure out what he is talking about, that you 

will know.
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1 testimony? 

2 A In answer 18 it talks about the spacing of 

3 the pattern of the drill holes that was performed in 

4 the pad emplacement area.. There were only nine done 

5 in this area.  

6 Q And in answer 19 you are talking about a 

7 different problem? 

8 A Yes. That is now looking not in an aerial 

9 view, but looking how well have we adequately sampled 

10 critical layers, and there has not been continuous 

11 sampling in the critical layer for laboratory testing.  

12 Q And what you regard as critical layer, 

13 again, is the upper Lake Bonneville deposits, or layer 

14 1-B? 

15 A Yes, for the most part.  

16 Q Well, isn't it correct that PFS 

17 introduced, or performed almost 40 cone penetration 

18 tests in the pad emplacement area? 

19 A Well, the problem I have with that is that 

20 the design basis for shear strength was done with 

21 laboratory testing, and that wasn't done on a 

22 continuous basis.  

23 The cone penetrometer gives us an idea of 

24 the in situ properties of the soils, but it doesn't 

25 tell us directly what shear strength is, because of 
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1 the difficulties we just discussed a few minutes ago.  

2 Q But wouldn't the cone penetration test -

3 well is the cone penetration test a continuous test? 

4 A Relatively every two inches is close to 

5 continuous.  

6 Q And isn't the purpose of what you call 

7 continuous sampling, is to make sure that you haven't 

8 missed any area where the soil might be weaker, or 

9 aberrant, in some way? 

10 A May I remind you of the sequencing that 

11 went on in this project, and how the cone penetrometer 

12 test was introduced? 

13 Q Please.  

14 A The undisturbed sampling, which was 

15 submitted for laboratory testing, which became the 

16 design basis for this facility was done with 

17 undisturbed sampling done on five foot intervals.  

18 That sampling program, at least in the pad 

19 emplacement area, was entirely completed before the 

20 cone penetrometer was done.  

21 So one cannot argue that you captured all 

22 of the low tip resistance, or low strength materials, 

23 for undisturbed sampling in the laboratory, from an 

24 investigation which is the cone penetrometer that was 

25 completed some time later.  
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1 Q Well, I can see that being an argument to 

2 make in 1996. But in 2002, when you have both of 

3 them, and you have the cone penetration test results, 

4 isn't it true that you can tell that we didn't miss 

5 anything? 

6 A No, you cannot.  

7 Q Why not? 

8 A Because the cone penetrometer, and the 

9 bore holes that were drilled together are not adjacent 

10 to each other. And there is also lateral variability.  

11 And if you try to say, in a specific bore hole, and 

12 another cone penetrometer that is 200 feet away, that 

13 I've captured the low strength zone, you cannot 

14 correlate 200 feet from one to another, and say that 

15 you've captured the low strength zone.  

16 Q But I thought the concern with respect to 

17 continuous sampling was not going from one area to the 

18 other, but in any area going down? 

19 A The concern with continuous sampling is to 

20 make sure that you capture the low strength zone by 

21 sampling continuously, and getting sample from all 

22 depth intervals.  

23 Quite often that is difficult to do in a 

24 single bore hole. So you offset maybe five feet in an 

25 adjacent bore hole, and you stagger your investigation 
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Guide 1.132? 

A 

Q

Yes.  

And go to page 1.132-5? Do you have that

page?

A 

Q 

the very

(202) 234-4433

I do.  

Okay. Would you like to take a look at 

last paragraph on that page on the right-hand 
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so you have a sample here, and then you take a sample 

right here, and a sample here and here.  

So you continuously sample that, and 

submit that for testing. .  

MS. CHANCELLOR: Just a moment. Dr.  

Bartlett, could you describe the way you -

THE WITNESS: You would do stagger bore 

holes -

MS. CHANCELLOR: Thank you.  

THE WITNESS: -- adjacent to each other, 

because it is difficult to do continuous sampling in 

one bore hole. But the intent of adjacent bore holes 

would be to retrieve sample completely through the 

entire interval, so that you know you've captured it.  

That is what continuous sampling is. It is not cone 

penetrometer measurements.  

BY MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: 

Q Dr. Bartlett, would you go back to REG
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1 column, and let me read it to you. "Relatively thing 

2 zones on weak or unstable soils may be contained 

3 within more competent materials and may affect the 

4 engineering characteristics or behavior of the soil 

5 and/or rock. Continuous sampling in subsequent 

6 borings is needed to through the suspect zones." 

7 Is that what continuous sampling is 

8 supposed to achieve? 

9 A Yes. If you continue on where it says, 

10 "Where it is not possible to obtain continuous 

11 sampling in a single boring, samples may be obtained 

12 from adjacently and I emphasize closely spaced borings 

13 in the immediate vicinity and may be used as a 

14 representative material in the omitted depth 

15 intervals." 

16 Q All right, but going back to my first -

17 the question that I read you, isn't it true that the 

18 purpose of continuing sampling is, as it says here, 

19 "identify thin zones on weak or unstable soils that 

20 maybe be contained within more competent layers"? 

21 Isn't that what you're doing it for? 

22 A You are doing it to identify zones that 

23 could be of concern to you, yes.  

24 Q And those zones of concern would zones 

25 where the soil for some reason is weaker or than the 
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1 area surrounding it; is that right? 

2 A Well, it depends on what the particular 

3 failure mechanism and what we're concerned about.  

4 Q It says here, zones on weak or unstable 

5 soils. What other problems are we concerned with? 

6 A Well, I'm concerned about a weak soil in 

7 this case.  

8 Q Right, and that's -- apparently the reg.  

9 guide thinks that to identify those areas you will 

10 need or you should have continuous sampling.  

11 A That's what the reg. guide says, yes.  

12 Q All right, and my question is why isn't it 

13 true that at least in the areas where you have cone 

14 penetration test data the continuous sampling that you 

15 did with the competent -- allow you if there was any 

16 area on weak or unstable soils to find those? 

17 A That is not correct.  

18 Q Why not? 

19 A Because in the case that the Applicant has 

20 done here, the cone penetrometer is not a sampling.  

21 A sampling is recovering a sample and submitting it 

22 for laboratory testing. The cone penetrometer is an 

23 institute test which measures indirectly the 

24 properties of the soil, but it's not in my 

25 interpretation of this a sampling.  
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1 Q But if you'll bear with me for a second, 

2 I thought that not less than ten minutes ago you 

3 testified that there was a direct relationship between 

4 shear strength and cone p~enetration tip resistance.  

5 A This is describing a technique for 

6 obtaining undisturbed samplings or samplings for 

7 laboratory testing and how one may do that through a 

8 normal drilling process by using borings in adjacent 

9 borings. It doesn't describe anything about cone 

10 penetrometer and how it should be used.  

11 Q All right. Concentrating for the moment 

12 on the cone penetration data that is shown in the 

13 foundation profiles that we were talking about earlier 

14 today -

15 A Yes.  

16 Q -- did you detect through the cone 

17 penetration test results weak or unstable areas that 

18 would otherwise have been missed but for that sample? 

19 A I don't understand the question.  

20 Q Well, what I'm trying to say, isn't it a 

21 fact that the cone penetration test data that is shown 

22 on those profiles shows you for each of the areas in 

23 which it was done what the relative shear strength of 

24 the source was throughout the entire profile, and if 

25 there was an area that had very low or, for that 
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1 matter, very high, it would tell you? 

2 A My opinion is that the weak zone of 

3 interest for this investigation is the upper 

4 Bonneville clays, and it should have been continuously 

5 sampled.  

6 Q But I'm asking you a different question.  

7 My question was: isn't it true that to the extent 

8 that there were significant variations in shear 

9 strength or cone penetration tip resistance in that 

10 area of interest of yours, a continuous sampling or 

11 testing that was done with a cone penetrometer would 

12 have disclosed it? 

13 A My position is that the upper Bonneville 

14 clay has not been continuously sampled, and it has not 

15 been fully characterized by continuous sampling, and 

16 I consider that the weak layer.  

17 Q I understand your opinion, but you could 

18 please answer my question. My question is: isn't it 

19 true that in the areas -

20 A No.  

21 Q -- where cone penetration tests were 

22 performed if there was a weaker area of strength 

23 within the layer of interest, that cone penetration 

24 series of measurements would have detected it? 

25 A I just don't understand this question.  
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1 I'm sorry.  

2 Q Well, I don't know how I can put it to 

3 you. You said that the cone penetration tip 

4 resistance was proportional to the shear strength, and 

5 you also said and Dr. Ofoegbu testified that you have 

6 a continuous set of measurements of cone penetration 

7 tip resistance through layer two or layer one, the 

8 upper one of the layers; is that right? 

9 A Yes.  

10 Q So if I look at those, for example, 

11 Exhibit 233, take a look at that for a minute. Do you 

12 have that, or 233(a), which is color? 

13 A Thank you.  

14 Q Take a look at that first shaft that I 

15 went over with Dr. Ofoegbu. Starting in, say, Level 

16 4465 and going down to 4460, isn't it true that in 

17 those five feet or so the cone penetration sampling or 

18 test -- tests that were performed give you continuous 

19 profile of the resistance? 

20 A That is correct.  

21 Q And if there had been in those five feet 

22 a discontinuity, if you will, in terms of an area 

23 where there is soil shear strength was either greater 

24 or significantly greater or significantly less than 

25 the areas adjoining it, wouldn't that have been 
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1 revealed by your cone penetration tip resistance? 

2 A I think you're trying to micro focus on 

3 some specific little nuance in this profile. My 

4 interpretation in looking at this profile, starting 

5 somewhere at about 4467 elevation down to about 4459, 

6 there is a weaker zone indicated, which is the upper 

7 Bonneville clay, and because it is a weaker zone and 

8 there is still some variation even in this data in 

9 that zone, that it should be continuously sampled.  

10 Q And that being a weaker zone, that's what 

11 you would expect, right? 

12 A Pardon? 

13 Q That zone being the weaker zone is what 

14 you would expect based on your understanding of the -

15 A My position is, yes, that's the weaker 

16 zone, and that should be -

17 Q Right.  

18 A -- continuously sampled.  

19 Q Right, and what you're telling me is that 

20 you cannot tell just by looking at that cone 

21 penetration tip resistance plot that in those five 

22 feet or so that there is not any significant variation 

23 in cone penetration tip resistance; is that what 

24 you're saying? 

25 A Well, it's approximately ten feet, and 
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1 there is variation even from log to log, and that 

2 variation with that should be fully characterized by 

3 continuous sampling.  

4 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: Okay. I think we can 

5 move on.  

6 THE WITNESS: Okay. Thank you.  

7 JUDGE LAM: If I may interrupt, Mr.  

8 Travieso-Diaz, Dr. Bartlett, before us there are 

9 opposing opinions. On one side we have heard Dr.  

10 Ofoegbu and Mr. Trudeau categorizing this soil testing 

11 program being adequate, and as a matter of fact, we 

12 have on the record being labeled as more than 

13 adequate.  

14 On the other hand, we are hearing your 

15 critiquing the whole program as being grossly 

16 inadequate. Would you help this licensing board to 

17 calibrate how we're going to weigh and balance two 

18 opposing views here? 

19 The technical details here about, for 

20 example, on continuous sampling, what type of errors 

21 are we talking about? Is this something fundamentally 

22 flawed so that it would tilt the whole program of soil 

23 testing into doubt, or is this something of a minor 

24 nature, a percentage point here, a percentage point 

25 there? 
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1 THE WITNESS: No. Maybe let's back up.  

2 If I'm trying to leave the impression that the whole 

3 testing program is grossly inadequate, that's -

4 that's not what I'm trying to put forth here. I think 

5 what I'm putting forth is that there are a few key 

6 issues here, and overall, there are many parts of this 

7 program that are adequate.  

8 However, and these are the important 

9 "howevers," this Bonneville clay, the upper Bonneville 

10 clay, and its behavior is extremely important because 

11 it's the layer upon which the Applicant is relying on 

12 to transfer all of the seismic loads to that layer so 

13 that it can take its layer.  

14 So its -- its both seismic performance and 

15 its shear strength characteristics are paramount in my 

16 mind. In my opinion, in the pad emplacement area, we 

17 have not continuously sampled this particular layer at 

18 any one location, and for the direct shear test, it's 

19 the type of test that we use to measure the shearing 

20 in this direction. We're basing the whole design of 

21 the pad emplacement area based on a sample that came 

22 from five to seven feet from one boring.  

23 And when I look at this cone penetrometer 

24 data and I see that even in this layer that we've been 

25 focusing on that the tip stresses can vary by a factor 
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1 of two suggests to me there's variability.  

2 And the fact that there is variability and 

3 we're only using one test data to characterize this 

4 whole layer throughout the pad emplacement area is to 

5 me just a gross under characterization. I guess if I 

6 was to give them a grade, unfortunately I'd have to 

7 not even give them an F. I'd just give them an 

8 incomplete.  

9 There is -- I cannot feel comfortable 

10 making judgments about how this pad emplacement area 

11 is going to respond when I see variability suggested 

12 by the cone penetrometer even in this key layer; when 

13 I see that they've only had one test, and they've used 

14 that single set -- well, single sets of test from that 

15 one depth interval to characterize its strength 

16 throughout the whole pad emplacement area.  

17 And I also turn to the same type of 

18 testing, the direct shear testing of the canister 

19 transfer building and find out that these same types 

20 of tests in that same layer would suggest that the 

21 shear strength is lower.  

22 To me, this is just a gross misjustice.  

23 JUDGE LAM: Thank you for your -

24 THE WITNESS: But there are parts of this 

25 program that are inadequate -- I mean adequate, and 
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1 there's parts of this program certainly that would get 

2 a B.  

3 JUDGE LAM: Okay. Thank you for your 

4 insight.  

5 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: Let me ask you one 

6 more question about this figure that you have in front 

7 of you.  

8 THE WITNESS: Yes.  

9 BY MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: 

10 Q Staying with that five foot interval 

11 between 4460 and 4465 on the first shaft, looking at 

12 that -

13 A Yes.  

14 Q -- is it your professional opinion that 

15 there's a significant variation in shear strength of 

16 the soil in those five feet? 

17 A My opinion is the upper Bonneville clay 

18 has a shear strength variation by about a factor of 

19 two.  

20 Q No, I'm just asking you only in those five 

21 feet vertically for this particular shaft.  

22 A Would you please refer me back to this 

23 figure then? 

24 Q Yes. Figure 233 or 233(a). We are 

25 talking about the first of the vertical, if you will, 
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1 areas in which -

2 MS. CHANCELLOR: I believe that's Exhibit 

3 233 or 233(a). It's Figure 2.6-5, the profile for the 

4 CP-

5 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: And which five feet are 

6 you talking about? 

7 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: The ones that we were 

8 talking about a moment ago, from 4460 to 4465, which 

9 I believe is right in the middle of the upper 

10 Bonneville clay layer.  

11 BY MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: 

12 Q Is that right? 

13 A Yes. The upper Bonneville clay begins 

14 somewhere probably about 468 and goes down to about 

15 459.  

16 Q Okay. My question was: is it your 

17 professional opinion that in those five feet between 

18 4460 and 4465 there is a significant variation on the 

19 shear strength of the soil? 

20 A I believe it could vary by a factor of 

21 two, yes.  

22 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: A factor of what? 

23 THE WITNESS: A factor of two.  

24 BY MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: 

25 Q Within these five feet vertically? 
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1 A Yes.  

2 Q Based on what? 

3 A Based on several things.  

4 Q Well, tell me. what they are.  

5 MS. CHANCELLOR: Just a moment, Mr.  

6 Travieso-Diaz. You said 4460, and Dr. Bartlett said 

7 4468, and I just wanted to make sure we're talking 

8 about the same -

9 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: I asked him for the 

10 five-feet layer, 4460 to 4465, because -

11 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Dr. Bartlett, Dr.  

12 Bartlett identified the eight feet or so as the whole 

13 layer, but the counsel is referring to the five feet, 

14 just the five feet between 4460 and 65.  

15 MS. CHANCELLOR: I just want to make sure 

16 Dr. Bartlett understands.  

17 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Right.  

18 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: I think he does.  

19 BY MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: 

20 Q You said that there could be a factor of 

21 two variation on shear strength on those five feet.  

22 A Possibly, yes.  

23 Q And tell me why.  

24 A Experience in testing of the Bonneville 

25 clays and also the tip resistance would suggest some 
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variation, too, due to the differences in 

penetrations.  

Q And you read this plot within 440 and -

4460 and 4465 suggesting a factor of two variation in 

shear strength? 

A I didn't say that.  

Q Okay. So -

A I -- excuse me. I did say there could be 

a potential variation by a factor of two.  

Q I thought you did, and my question is: 

what's your basis? 

Just looking at this cone penetration -

penetrometer test data, I understand that you said 

there was a direct relationship between strength and 

competent term (phonetic) at the resistance. How 

could you derive a factor of two variation looking at 

this plot? 

A Because the cone penetrometer is an 

indicator of shear strength, but it's not the ultimate 

indicator. There's other things that go on in a soil 

just besides the tip stress.  

Q So you really cannot tell then the shear 

strength? 

A It's an indicator. It's an indicator, but 

it's not --

(202) 234-4433 www.nealrgross.com 
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1 Q Okay.  

2 A You can use it as an index, yes.  

3 Q Okay. But what I'm saying is you're 

4 testifying that we cannot really pay too much value 

5 directly in predicting shear strength on whatever the 

6 cone penetration test results are? 

7 A The cone penetrometer is an indicator of 

8 shear strength.  

9 Q So when you say that there could be a 

10 factor of two variability based on cone penetration 

11 test data, how does that gibe with that opinion that 

12 you just gave that you cannot rely necessarily on cone 

13 penetration test data to estimate shear strength? How 

14 can you reconcile the two opinions? 

15 A I said it's an indicator of shear 

16 strength, but it may not be the sole factor.  

17 Q So then the factor of two you talk about 

18 there is just suggestive? It's not one that we need 

19 to rely on? 

20 A I don't understand the question.  

21 Q Well, you either can rely on it or you 

22 can't, and the question is: which of the two is true? 

23 A I can either rely on the cone penetrometer 

24 or I can't? 

25 Q Well, you just told me that based on cone 
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penetrometer data, you believe that there could be a 

variability factor of two.  

A I said based on the cone -- based on the 

variability shown by the cone penetrometer and my 

experience, yes.  

Q What part of your experience? 

A Testing of these clays.  

Q Have you measured variation or shear 

strength as opposed to the depth in the site? 

A Not this site, but other sites, yes.  

Q And what basis do you have to think then 

that there could be a factor of two variation at this 

site? 

A We've sampled and tested the Bonneville 

clay many places, not at this site, but I've seen 

variations in this layer by a factor of two, yes.  

Q Did you find based on whatever data PFS 

obtained a factor of two variation with shear strength 

anywhere on this site? 

A It's kind of hard to get a variation on 

one data point, but go ahead.  

Q There were some other data points in the 

canister transfer building that you referred to a 

moment ago, weren't they? 

A Yeah, but again, we're talking about three 
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1 samples now.  

2 Q All right, but there was never a factor of 

3 two variation between even those three samples, was 

4 there? 

5 A There might if you look hard enough, but, 

6 no, not between those three samples.  

7 Q Okay, but the reality is that you have not 

8 a single data point that indicates to you that, in 

9 fact, there is a variability in shear strength between 

10 two points at the site where the upper Bonneville 

11 layer, do you? 

12 A I don't understand the argument. You're 

13 using -

14 Q Sir, I'm not asking -- making arguments.  

15 I'm asking you questions. You please will answer 

16 them.  

17 MS. CHANCELLOR: Your Honor, I would 

18 request a break very shortly please.  

19 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Haven't we done this 

20 three times now? Well, I know where you're trying to 

21 go and I know what he's trying to say, but we could do 

22 it five more times, and it's going to come out the 

23 same.  

24 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: Well, Mr. Chairman, 

25 perhaps we're getting to that point, but it is the 
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1 linchpin of his testimony is that there is, in fact, 

2 a variability. He based it in his written testimony 

3 and earlier today on cone penetrometer data. He 

4 hasn't saw the cone penetrometer test data. So I want 

5 to know where the factor comes from.  

6 And if you think we have gone far enough 

7 along this road, I'll stop, but to me this is 

8 important enough to pursue it because I still would 

9 like to have the answer as to what is his basis for 

10 saying there's a factor of two variability.  

11 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: But you've asked him 

12 three times, and he's answered, and I don't know how 

13 much -- he's answered. He's not answered to your 

14 satisfaction, but I don't know how much more your 

15 persistence can -- what was the fruit you mentioned a 

16 few weeks ago? 

17 (Laughter.) 

18 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: And why wasn't it -

19 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: Like trying to squeeze 

20 juice out of a dry lemon, yes.  

21 (Laughter.) 

22 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: But I would hate to 

23 characterize Dr. Barrett as a dry lemon though. So I 

24 don't want to do that.  

25 THE WITNESS: Maybe I can just help you.  
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Part of my assessment is the variability seen in the 

cone penetrometer is an indicator of strength. If one 

maybe looked at the entire upper Bonneville clays, 

there may be a suggestion that the cone penetrometer 

values may vary by about a factor of two. Is that 

helpful? 

MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: Except that I don't 

know how that gibes with what you were saying a moment 

ago, but that's fine.  

THE WITNESS: It's not the entire basis of 

my judgment.  

MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: All right.  

THE WITNESS: That's all I'm saying.  

BY MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: 

Q Also, when we talk about the 

characteristics of the site during your deposition, 

you describe the upper Bonneville clays as being 

pretty monotonous across the site horizontally. Do 

you remember that? 

A Relative to the other layers, yes.  

Q Right. So and that homogeneous or 

monotonous quality still allows you to think that 

there's a factor of two variation? 

A I don't like the terms "homogenous." 

Q Well, "monotonous" is your word. That 
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1 monotony still is reconcilable? 

2 A It's easily identifiable because it has 

3 such marked lower tip stresses in the other layers 

4 that compared to them it- looks somewhat monotonous, 

5 but for us to focus on fine points, some of the 

6 variability is still interesting.  

7 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: I'll tell you what.  

8 Do you want to take a break now? 

9 MS. CHANCELLOR: I think it would be a 

10 good idea.  

11 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Before we do that, can 

12 someone help me with the scale here? Take, for 

13 example, we're talking about Exhibit 233 (a) , the first 

14 vertical shaft. I take it the way I read the cone 

15 penetrometer readings is I turn the vertical shaft 

16 sideways, and then it looks like an ordinary graph, 

17 and the higher it is, the stronger the reading.  

18 But in that area we were just talking 

19 about, that five feet area, where's zero on this 

20 graph? Is it the bottom of the green? The left side 

21 which becomes the bottom one, I turn it sideways? 

22 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: Yeah, increases from 

23 left to right, I understand.  

24 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Right. So when I turn 

25 it sideways, Mr. Trudeau, like -- Mr. Trudeau, turn it 
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1 that way, and now zero, that little squiggly line and 

2 the five feet, zero is the bottom of the green area.  

3 MR. TRUDEAU: That is correct. If you 

4 look at the top of the.sheet when you've got it 

5 turned -

6 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: right.  

7 MR. TRUDEAU: -- the legend in the top 

8 here now? 

9 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Right.  

10 MR. TRUDEAU: You can see a long dash

11 short dash line where the zero axis would be in that 

12 case. You just can't see that dashed line where the 

13 color part is.  

14 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Okay, fine.  

15 JUDGE LAM: And then also from that 

16 legend, Mr. Trudeau, would you identify for the record 

17 what is capital U, sub D, capital Q sub T, and then 

18 capital F sub S? 

19 MR. TRUDEAU: U sub D is the core pressure 

20 measurement. Q sub T is the tip resistance 

21 measurement that we've been talking about as the heavy 

22 dark line. And F sub S is the sleeve friction 

23 leading.  

24 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: All right. Mr.  

25 Travieso-Diaz, how are you doing for time here? 
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1 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: Well, assuming that we 

2 break now and we come back at 4:30, I am confident 

3 that I will be finished by 5:30, perhaps sooner.  

4 CHAIRMAN FARPRAR: Okay. It's 22 after.  

5 Let's come back at 25 of. Take a little extra time 

6 and sharpen things up, and we'll keep moving.  

7 (Whereupon, the foregoing matter went off 

8 the record at 4:21 p.m. and went back on 

9 the record at 4:37 p.m.) 

10 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Ms. Chancellor, based on 

11 what you've heard so far, how much redirect are you 

12 looking at tomorrow morning? 

13 MS. CHANCELLOR: Next to none, Your Honor.  

14 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Okay. The reason I ask 

15 is we were getting concern that if you had a long 

16 redirect tomorrow, then we start trotting rebuttal 

17 witnesses on, and all of a sudden it's two o'clock, 

18 and if we don't finish, I hate to bring all of these 

19 people back.  

20 You know, if one witness has to be heard, 

21 then six witnesses have to show up to accompany their 

22 counsel, and we sure want to finish by two.  

23 MS. CHANCELLOR: My anticipation is that 

24 Mr. Travieso-Diaz will be rather thorough in his cross 

25 examination, and there may not be a need to do a whole 
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1 lot of redirect.  

2 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: I'm sorry. Rather 

3 what? 

4 MS. CHANCELLOR: Thorough. I mean that 

5 he'll go over all the issues, and Dr. Bartlett will be 

6 able to -

7 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Oh, and you don't feel 

8 a need to get up and have Dr. Bartlett repeat for your 

9 benefit the same things he said here.  

10 MS. CHANCELLOR: Exactly, Your Honor.  

11 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Marvelous.  

12 MS. CHANCELLOR: I'm learning.  

13 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: And that was part of 

14 what we wanted to say, and not pointing the finger at 

15 anyone, but we had the -- you know, before we 

16 mentioned once you ask three times and a person 

17 doesn't agree, there's a mechanism for resolving that, 

18 and it's called the Licensing Board, and eventually 

19 we'll writing a decision, and once someone has said 

20 something twice, saying it six times or saying it for 

21 the benefit of their own counsel doesn't change it.  

22 When there's a major dispute, that's our job, to 

23 resolve it, and if you can point to it once in the 

24 record, that's as good as pointing to it six times.  

25 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: Mr. Chairman, I have 
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1 some good news and bad news. The bad news is small 

2 because I am going to disappoint Ms. Chancellor that 

3 she thinks I am going to be extremely thorough and go 

4 through every item as I týormally tend to do. Given 

5 the lateness of the day and the hour and the 

6 circumstances, I have been looking at my cross 

7 examination, and perhaps I can finish in less than an 

8 hour.  

9 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Well, that's -

10 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: So I don't know what 

11 that does to her redirect, but I am going to try to be 

12 concise.  

13 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: All right. Let's give 

14 you an outer limit of 5:30 and see if you can do that.  

15 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: Dr. Bartlett -

16 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: It now being 4:40.  

17 BY MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: 

18 Q Dr. Bartlett, just to follow up on a 

19 question that Judge Farrar was asking before the 

20 break, would you take a look again at that plot in 

21 Exhibit 233(a) and hold it the way he was holding it 

22 with a side that has the elevation in feet, label 

23 towards the bottom? 

24 A Yes.  

25 Q Assuming -- and this is hypothetical 
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1 question -- that the cone penetration tip 

2 resistance -- I'm sorry. Let me start the question.  

3 Assuming that the shear strength of the 

4 soil was a direct function of cone penetration tip 

5 resistance and only a cone penetration tip resistance, 

6 would it be correct to say, looking at this plot, that 

7 in order for there to be a factor of two increase in 

8 cone penetration tip resistance, the line that you see 

9 between 465 and 4460, somewhere on the line would have 

10 to go to twice its length? 

11 A I will agree that with the stipulations 

12 you gave me, but there are two things that you didn't 

13 know: that interval that you gave me doesn't include 

14 the entire upper Bonneville clay, and this is one 

15 cross-section across the pad and emplacement area, and 

16 there are more data than these.  

17 Q I was only using this as an 

18 illustration -

19 A Okay.  

20 Q -- not necessarily the -

21 A Fair enough. It would be an indicator if 

22 we can assume this N sub K factor that we talked 

23 about before is a constant for this interval that you 

24 gave me. Then we could use it directly to correlate 

25 to shear strength.  
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1 Q Okay, and you said earlier that you're not 

2 sure that that's the case; is that right? 

3 A No, because it can change with soil type, 

4 and there's silts in here, too.  

5 Q Now, if you will take a look now, and I 

6 think I need to ask you to look at two of your answers 

7 because they are sort of related.  

8 A Okay.  

9 Q Will you take a look at Answer 19, 

10 Footnote 7 in that answer? And then you will look at 

11 Answer 26.  

12 The reason I'm asking you to look at both 

13 answers together is if I understand in Answer 19 you 

14 identify a certain document called State Exhibit 99, 

15 graphs prepared by myself using data from Cone Tech 

16 cone penetration test results as explained by 

17 deposition? 

18 A Yes, I recall those graphs.  

19 Q All right, and those graphs are State 

20 Exhibit 99? 

21 A That is correct.  

22 Q Dr. Bartlett, I'm going to ask you to look 

23 at PFS Exhibit 236, which I think you have in front of 

24 you.  

25 A Yes.  
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1 Q And that exhibit has some text and a set 

2 of figures, Figures 1 through 8. Do you see that? 

3 A Some text on Figures 1 through 8? On the 

4 right figure? 

5 Q No. Excuse me. No, I'm -

6 A Oh, back to this. Okay. Yes, I see 

7 those.  

8 Q Yes, and this is some State Exhibit 99? 

9 A Yes.  

10 Q All right. You have a series of eight 

11 graphs shown in that exhibit; is that right? 

12 A Yes.  

13 Q And you prepared those graphs? 

14 A I did.  

15 Q And these are the graphs to which you 

16 refer in your Answer No. 26? 

17 MS. CHANCELLOR: Now, we're on State 

18 Exhibit 99, right? 

19 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: That is correct, yes.  

20 MS. CHANCELLOR: Okay.  

21 THE WITNESS: Yes.  

22 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: I'm not sure if 

23 everybody has it. So I'm going to pass another 

24 courtesy copy.  

25 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Thank you.  
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1 BY MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: 

2 Q Now, turning to your Answer 26 on page 

3 9-

4 A Yes.  

5 Q -- you indicate -- you state as follows in 

6 the answer: "one example to illustrate the variation 

7 with shear properties is the cone penetrometer tests 

8 that have been performed in the pad emplacement area, 

9 State Exhibit 99, Figures 1 to 8." 

10 A Yes.  

11 Q These data suggest that the penetration 

12 resistance, i.e., tip stress values, Qt, vary by a 

13 factor of two, allow two across the pad emplacement 

14 area in the depth interval between three and ten feet 

15 below the ground surface.  

16 A Yes.  

17 Q Is that right? 

18 A- Yes, I see that.  

19 Q And you go on to say in the next paragraph 

20 that the studies have shown that the shear strength 

21 with given soil type is directly related to the CPT 

22 penetration resistance? 

23 A Right. This is through this N sub K 

24 factor we discussed previously.  

25 Q And then you say, "Thus is it reasonable 
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1 to believe that the shear strength of the upper Lake 

2 Bonneville sediments may vary by a factor of two in 

3 the pad emplacement area"? 

4 A And emphasize "may." 

5 Q Okay, but is it your -- is what you're 

6 trying to say here that based on the plots that you 

7 prepare in Exhibit 99, you detected a variation of 

8 cone penetration resistance by a tip resistant 

9 variation with a factor of two, and across the layer 

10 of interest, and that led you to conclude that there 

11 may be a similar variation with a factory of two in 

12 shear strength? 

13 A That seems fair enough, yes.  

14 Q And that's your opinion? 

15 A Yes, I think that's an adequate 

16 description of it, yes.  

17 Q All right. First of all, let's just take 

18 a look at these plots, and will you tell me how those 

19 plots were prepared? 

20 A The cone penetrometer data was provided to 

21 us as plots, graphs of -- these are tip stresses 

22 versus depth, and I didn't have the electronic data.  

23 So I simply took overheads and laid them atop that 

24 data and used the -- I think, in fact, I even have the 

25 originals here it looks like -- and traced them with 
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a marker of 

A 

Q 

like this? 

A 

Q

(202) 234-4433

And then you traced each of the five with 

a different color? 

That's correct.  

So that they would appear superimposed 

Yes, there's five -

All right.  
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different colors of markers that I had just so that I 

could keep track a little bit about different 

locations.  

Q Okay. Looking, for example, at Figure 

1 -

A Yes.  

Q -- the figure is in black and white, but 

does that figure represent five different plots that 

you prepare? 

A Yeah. My understanding, those would come 

from CPT 1 through 5.  

Q Correct, and again, what you did was you 

took the plots that were issued by Cone Tech, and 

first of all, you enlarged them in the photocopier? 

A That I may have done. I don't recall 

that, but I may have done.  

Q I'm pretty sure that's what you testified
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1 A -- traces on this plot.  

2 Q And if I remember a discussion, your 

3 conclusion that there may be a factor of two variation 

4 in cone penetration tip resistance, was looking at the 

5 -- if you will, going from one extreme, taking, for 

6 example, if we do five and ten feet, which I take it 

7 is the Lake Bonneville layer? 

8 A No, that's not correct.  

9 Q Oh, I'm sorry.  

10 A Lake Bonneville layer may begin -

11 Q Above that? 

12 A -- about two feet in this plot on Figure 

13 1.  

14 Q Yeah.  

15 A And may terminate in one plot as deep as 

16 13 feet and in one trace maybe as shallow as ten feet.  

17 Q Fifteen feet? 

18 A Thirteen feet. I see one trace here that 

19 I do see 12 and a half feet down. It still has 

20 considerably low tip stress. So that's probably still 

21 the Bonneville clay.  

22 Q Okay, but essentially, the area of the 

23 Bonneville clay would extend between, say, like three 

24 feet down to 13? 

25 A Two to three feet and somewhere ending 
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1 maximum 13 feet, maybe more, around 12 or 11 in this 

2 case.  

3 Q All right, and to come up with a factor of 

4 two variation in cone tip resistance, you tried to say 

5 in this figure -- determine how far apart these graphs 

6 were? 

7 A Yes, one would get the relative 

8 differences by just looking at the range of the 

9 different traces in that three to 12, 13 foot depth 

10 interval.  

11 Q Okay, and tell us about the scale on top.  

12 What are we measuring here? 

13 A The K? 

14 Q Oh, no. There's a scale on top. I take 

15 it that on the left side going from -

16 A That's depth in feet. That's correct.  

17 Q Right, and what is the scale going from 

18 left to right on top? 

19 A That's tip stress in tons per square foot, 

20 English tons.  

21 Q And each of the markings on top means an 

22 increment of what? 

23 A Well, let's see if I can do that here.  

24 One, two, three, four, five, 75 divided by five.  

25 Q So it would be like 15? 
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1 A Yeah, that seems correct.  

2 Q All right. So when we go from one to the 

3 next it would be an increment of 15? 

4 A Yes, the first increment away from the 

5 vertical axis would be 15 TSF. That's correct.  

6 Q And if I wanted to find out the number of 

7 tons per square foot difference between two plots, I 

8 would try to estimate how far the two lines are? 

9 A If you wanted to find a maximum, you would 

10 look at the differences between two traces, their 

11 maximum differences, yes.  

12 Q Okay. If the scale on top is 15 tons per 

13 square foot between two lines and if you correlate 

14 that with the width of your marked lines, isn't it -

15 doesn't it look to you like the width of your marked 

16 lines could be as much as five tons per square foot? 

17 A I'd be happy to redo these plots as a 

18 homework assignment if somebody would give me the 

19 electronic data.  

20 Q Well, with all due respect, Dr. Bartlett, 

21 isn't it true that these plots are just too crude to 

22 derive any meaningful information from them? 

23 A No.  

24 Q Why not? 

25 A Because I still think they show 
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1 significant variability even though the thickness of 

2 the line is the best markers I had at the time.  

3 Q But it isn't only the thickness of the 

4 line. It's the fact that you draw pictures and you 

5 trace them and you -

6 A Again, I'll repeat. If there's issues 

7 about this and if you think there's issues about the 

8 technical accuracy of these, I'll be happy to repeat 

9 these if somebody will provide me the electronic data.  

10 Q My concern is that you're basing your 

11 opinion, first, that there is a factor of two 

12 variation in cone tip resistance in an area, say, 

13 between five and ten feet that looks to me fairly 

14 homogeneous just based on these tips in these plots.  

15 A But you've got to remember that's not the 

16 entire width of the upper Bonneville sediments.  

17 Q And you're also -- oh, yes. For example, 

18 below ten feet it gets bigger, right? 

19 A Oh, yes, it increases in some traces below 

20 ten feet, but stays relatively low on one trace.  

21 Q Okay, and also increases above.  

22 A Oh, yes, it's much different.  

23 Q All right. Well, but my point was: isn't 

24 this -- is this all you have in terms of what your 

25 graphical evidence to indicate that there is a factor 
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1 of two variation cone tip resistance across the upper 

2 Bonneville layer in the pad emplacement area? 

3 A These plots in their entirety from Figure 

4 1 to 8 was the basis of that judgment, yes.  

5 Q Yes, and for the moment, they're also the 

6 basis for extrapolation that they increase in shear 

7 resistance corresponding to this increase in cone tip 

8 resistance , the shear strength in -- the variability 

9 in cone -- in shear strength in this area based on 

10 this variable cone tip resistance could be a factor of 

11 two? 

12 A Not entirely.  

13 Q That's what you said in your Answer 26, 

14 isn't it? "It is reasonable to believe that the shear 

15 strength of the open Lake Bonneville sediments may 

16 vary by a factor of two in the pad emplacement area." 

17 And if I understand this sentence, it 

18 follows or is based on the previous one, isn't it? 

19 A I heard the word "extrapolation," which 

20 makes me -

21 Q I don't think I used the word, but let me 

22 try this one more time. Still going back to -

23 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Wait. What if you 

24 didn't try it one more time and -

25 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: Well, Mr. Chairman, 1 
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think this is important. This is the whole basis for 

his opinion that there is a factor of two variation.  

In fact, he is testifying to Answer 26, and I want to 

make sure if I understand how solid that basis is.  

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Okay.  

BY MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: 

Q Okay. So is it, in fact, the case that 

the opinion that you are giving in the second 

paragraph, that it is reasonable to believe that the 

shear strength of the lake upper Bonneville sediments 

may vary by a factor of two in the pad emplacement 

area is a result of the conclusion that you draw from 

your estimate based on these figures, that the cone 

penetration tip resistance varies by a factor of two 

in that area? 

A I see variability in the cone penetrometer 

tip in the upper Bonneville sediments. If the 

undrained shear strength is directly proportional to 

the tip stresses, these data would suggest that there 

could be fairly variations maybe by as large as a 

factor of two.  

Q There could be variations.  

A Could be.  

Q Variations, but it could be variations are 

much less? 
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A Possible.  

MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: Okay. That's all I
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have.  

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Our slowness to respond 

is because we're catching our breath.  

(Laughter.) 

MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: Mr. Chairman, it is 

the -- I never like to over promise. I try to -

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Well, you did a good job 

there. We started 15 minutes ago. So I congratulate 

you for a job well done.  

Does staff have any cross? 

MR. O'NEILL: To be perfectly honest, Your 

Honor, I didn't anticipate reaching this point today 

understandably.  

(Laughter.) 

MR. O'NEILL: I guess at the very least, 

I'd appreciate a few moments to confer with my 

colleagues and decide.  

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Well -

MR. O'NEILL: I mean if we do intend -

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: I'm tempted to say as my 

children do if you snooze you lose, but -

(Laughter.) 

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: -- but that would be 
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awaits your good news.  

(Laughter.) 

MR. O'NEILL: Okay. One quick question.  

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: All right.  

FURTHER RECROSS EXAMINATION 

BY MR. O'NEILL: 
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very unjudicial of me to say that. So why don't we 

just take a few minutes right here? Will that give 

you time to consult? 

MR. O'NEILL: Yes.  

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Or do you want longer? 

MR. O'NEILL: Well, a few minutes, I mean.  

Let's just say ten minutes for now or 15, and if I'm 

ready before that.  

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Let's do ten, and if 

that will help you shorten, either come to a 

conclusion that you don't need to do anything or 

shorten up here. You certainly don't need to repeat 

anything the Applicant has done.  

All right. It's three minutes of. Let's 

be back at seven after.  

(Whereupon, the foregoing matter went off 

the record at 4:57 p.m. and went back on 

the record at 5:11 p.m.) 

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Mr. O'Neill, the Board
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1 Q Dr. Bartlett, refer to page 9, Answer 27 

2 of your testimony. You referred to the possibility of 

3 having an unsafe sliding condition. You're speaking 

4 in terms of just possible sliding or movement of the 

5 foundation system, correct? 

6 A (Pause.) 

7 Q Of the pads? 

8 A Yes, the sliding. And it looks like here 

9 with the factor safety, 1.27. That says for the pad.  

10 So, yes, that would be the concern about sliding of 

11 the pads.  

12 Q But it's not your intent to go beyond 

13 that. Okay.  

14 You address potential radiological 

15 consequences, correct, outside the scope? 

16 A In what I've been doing, I've been 

17 focusing on the stability of the foundation system.  

18 MR. O'NEILL: The foundation. Okay.  

19 Thank you.  

20 That's all I have in clarification. Thank 

21 you.  

22 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Thank you, Mr. O'Neill.  

23 The Board has no questions. Ms.  

24 Chancellor? 

25 MS. CHANCELLOR: Your Honor, what I'd like 
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1 to propose, I'm not in a position to do redirect now, 

2 but I'd either do -- I'll see if I can't do redirect 

3 and rebuttal together. Mr. Trudeau is going to come 

4 back and do rebuttal. If tonight we can take some 

5 time and see what's the most efficient way to proceed, 

6 I don't see any reason why we can't finish maybe even 

7 before two tomorrow.  

8 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Okay. So let me be sure 

9 I understand that. You would defer redirect now 

10 because you want a chance to consult with your 

11 witness. When we do redirect tomorrow, you would also 

12 do rebuttal? 

13 MS. CHANCELLOR: No, Your Honor. I would 

14 either forego -- I would -- if I didn't -- I may 

15 combine redirect and rebuttal, but that would be after 

16 Mr. Trudeau puts his rebuttal testimony on the stand, 

17 and then Dr. Bartlett would take the stand as a 

18 rebuttal witness, and I would do any redirect as part 

19 of that rebuttal.  

20 But I need to consult with Dr. Bartlett.  

21 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Right.  

22 MS. CHANCELLOR: But that may be the most 

23 efficient way to do it.  

24 MR. TURK: May I comment, Your Honor? 

25 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Sure.  
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1 MR. TURK: I think it would help if we 

2 dould just have her do the redirect first thing in the 

3 morning. She's indicated off the record she doesn't 

4 think she has very much of that, and then later on 

5 when there's additional rebuttal testimony, we can 

6 think what was at proper scope. Otherwise we run the 

7 risk of getting into that blended situation where 

8 we're not sure if a question should be asked or not.  

9 I think it would just be simpler to get the redirect 

10 done with and then move on to Mr. Trudeau.  

11 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: What does the PFS think? 

12 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: Well, technically the 

13 proper way to proceed is finish this, all of the 

14 testimony with respect to the direct testimony filed 

15 and then have rebuttal and testimony relating to it.  

16 Technically that's the way it should be done.  

17 Potential confusion.  

18 So my preference would be that we do it 

19 that way only because that way we know what we're 

20 talking about. They are two different, distinct 

21 pieces of testimony by Mr. Trudeau, for example.  

22 There may be two pieces of testimony by Dr. Bartlett, 

23 and the record will be clearer if we could separate.  

24 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: But the other day you 

25 had suggested the opposite approach.  
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1 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: Well -

2 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: That if everyone had 

3 sufficient notice, it would be more efficient to do 

4 direct and rebuttal at the same time.  

5 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: Well, cross 

6 examination with the direct and the rebuttal. We're 

7 talking about different things. This is redirect.  

8 MS. CHANCELLOR: Your Honor, I got my idea 

9 from Mr. Travieso-Diaz.  

10 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Yeah.  

11 MS. CHANCELLOR: When we were talking 

12 informally -

13 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: Yes.  

14 MS. CHANCELLOR: -- you said to me, "Why 

15 don't you combine direct and rebuttal?" 

16 And I said, "Let me think about that." 

17 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: Well, but in that 

18 case, what I think that she's really proposing is to 

19 forego redirect and treat all of the testimony that 

20 Dr. Bartlett to be global rebuttal, and I don't have 

21 any problem with that.  

22 MS. CHANCELLOR: Okay, but let's decide in 

23 the morning if that's okay.  

24 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Yeah, okay.  

25 MS. CHANCELLOR: And it's either global 
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1 rebuttal or put him on for quick redirect and then -

2 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Right, okay. But in any 

3 event, early in the morning at some point, at some 

4 point early, we would have Mr. Trudeau on as a 

5 rebuttal witness.  

6 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: Yes, and the testimony 

7 will be formally introduced at that time.  

8 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: And you've given us that 

9 testimony so everyone can look at it tonight? 

10 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: Including Ms.  

11 Chancellor.  

12 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Right. Now, would -

13 MS. CHANCELLOR: Are you inferring I 

14 wouldn't? 

15 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: -- staff have a rebuttal 

16 witness? 

17 MR. O'NEILL: Not to my knowledge, I mean, 

18 at this point.  

19 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: You're saying not to 

20 your knowledge. Okay.  

21 MS. CHANCELLOR: Could I ask Mr. Travieso

22 Diaz if he's going to have any additional oral 

23 rebuttal with Mr. Trudeau? 

24 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: If I do, it will be 

25 very limited. I'm not talking about half an hour or 
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1 an hour. It would only be three or four questions, 

2 if any.  

3 MS. CHANCELLOR: Okay.  

4 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: I have to think about 

5 what happened today, what we have, take a look at the 

6 transcript if I get it in time, and then figure out if 

7 there's anything else that I feel that Mr. Trudeau has 

8 to supplement orally from what he has in writing.  

9 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Okay. But then instead 

10 of the parade we've had on other issues, we a really 

11 talking two witnesses, without an ironclad ruling at 

12 this time. We're essentially talking two witnesses 

13 between eight o'clock and two o'clock.  

14 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: Well, I don't know if 

15 the staff will have to -- would like to bring in 

16 somebody in the middle, but, yes, I think this is 

17 going to be fairly orderly.  

18 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Okay.  

19 MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: And I think it's going 

20 to be fairly fast, too.  

21 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Okay.  

22 MR. O'NEILL: Your Honor. I'm sorry.  

23 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: No, go ahead.  

24 MR. O'NEILL: Yeah. I mean, I would note 

25 at this point we don't have any planned rebuttal 
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testimony, but we'd certainly like an opportunity 

maybe to rebut a point or two if necessary.  

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Right.  

MR. O'NEILL: And that would be relatively 

quick, I'm sure.  

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: That's fine. All right.  

Then let's use this occasion to talk about next week 

since I may have to leave without that chance.  

We're starting at ten o'clock on Monday; 

is that right? 

MR. GAUKLER: That's correct, Your Honor.  

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: And we're doing the 

radiation dose consequences? 

MR. GAUKLER: Part of Section E of the 

unified contention; that's correct, Your Honor.  

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Now, wait. When we 

finish tomorrow with these two or more rebuttal 

witnesses, we'll be through with Section C.  

MR. GAUKLER: That's correct, Your Honor.  

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Okay. Section C will be 

done. We will then go Monday at ten o'clock to the 

radiation dose consequences part of Section E. Thaat 

will be Singh, Soler, Redmond -

MR. GAUKLER: That's correct.  

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: -- for PFS. Hold on.  
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1 Waters for the staff.  

2 MR. TURK: Yes.  

3 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Resnikoff -

4 MS. CHANCELLOR: That's correct, Your 

5 Honor.  

6 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: -- for the State.  

7 And we think we will finish that by when? 

8 MR. GAUKLER: We think we should finish it 

9 I think the consensus right now is by Wednesday noon.  

10 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Okay. You don't have 

11 prefiled rebuttal on that, do you? 

12 MR. GAUKLER: No, we don't.  

13 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Okay.  

14 MR. GAUKLER: I don't envision much 

15 rebuttal from our perspective, maybe one or two points 

16 at this point in time.  

17 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: All right.  

18 MR. GAUKLER: And I'll probably just do 

19 that orally if there's only one or two points.  

20 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Then what loose ends 

21 would we have? 

22 MR. GAUKLER: Then after that, the plan 

23 would be to have Mr. Stamatakos' rebuttal with respect 

24 to Section E, Wednesday afternoon.  

25 MS. CHANCELLOR: Your Honor, Mr. Turk is 
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1 going to get me a final copy of Dr. Stamatakos' 

2 rebuttal by Friday, and I need to work with Dr.  

3 Arabasz on that. So there is a potential that we may 

4 need to tie Dr. Arabasz in by videoconference from 

5 Salt Lake City.  

6 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: On that -- when we -

7 MS. CHANCELLOR: When we do Dr.  

8 Stamatakos.  

9 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Are there any other 

10 rebuttal witnesses? Is there anything else left 

11 undone on E? 

12 MR. GAUKLER: Yes. Then we have the 

13 testimony of Dr. Butler on E, which is the direct 

14 testimony and the cross examination, and so we have -

15 Dr. Butler has not testified on E.  

16 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Right.  

17 MS. CHANCELLOR: And we've agreed to start 

18 that first thing on Thursday because Dr. Bartlett is 

19 coming home, going back to Salt Lake, then flying back 

20 into Washington, D.C.  

21 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Okay. So that will be 

22 Thursday morning.  

23 MS. CHANCELLOR: Thursday morning.  

24 MR. GAUKLER: That is right.  

25 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: But then when we do that 
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1 and Dr. Stamatakos, will there be any other rebuttal? 

2 MR. GAUKLER: We will have some small 

3 rebuttal on Section E from Dr. Cornell. Dr. Cornell 

4 will be here for Dr. Butler's cross examination to 

5 assist me, and we will have some small rebuttal after 

6 that. I don't envision it being very long. If I do 

7 it orally, it would be less than an hour.  

8 I will try to do it prefiled.  

9 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: And that would take care 

10 of all of the rebuttal. Now, the State would want to 

11 do some rebuttal.  

12 MS. NAKAHARA: Not at this time. It 

13 depends on what we hear from Dr. Cornell.  

14 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: All right. So we should 

15 be able to finish by Friday.  

16 MS. CHANCELLOR: And our fall-back plan if 

17 we didn't get through with radiation doses until the 

18 end of the day Wednesday would be to continue with 

19 Dr. Bartlett on Thursday and then do Dr. Stamatakos 

20 after Dr. Bartlett.  

21 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Oh, so you're trying to 

22 do Stamatakos Wednesday afternoon? 

23 MS. CHANCELLOR: Yes, but I'm saying if 

24 our estimate of dose consequences doesn't hold.  

25 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Right.  
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1 MR. TURK: I have a bit of a problem with 

2 the scheduling of Dr. Stamatakos. He has obligations 

3 at home that would preclude him from spending too much 

4 time out here, and he's asked me to see if we can be 

5 a little more precise in his scheduling. He's flying 

6 in from Texas specifically for this piece of rebuttal.  

7 Let me note also last Friday, close of 

8 business, I think Ms. Chancellor indicated I had sent 

9 her the preliminary draft in written form of his 

10 rebuttal testimony. We've also given the State and 

11 Applicant copies of two exhibits that we propose to 

12 introduce with that rebuttal testimony.  

13 It's a limited piece. It's about nine or 

14 ten pages long of testimony, and it's a couple of 

15 pages of exhibits, and I indicated to Ms. Chancellor 

16 that I'll get her the final written by the close of 

17 business tomorrow.  

18 In other words, during the three hours 

19 tomorrow afternoon after we recess, I'll go out and 

20 get that finished with Dr. Stamatakos by telephone.  

21 But I hate to bring him out here to do 

22 that little piece and keep him sitting here for four 

23 days. He's flying in on Tuesday as it is now, and I 

24 would ask that we make an effort to make sure we can 

25 bring him in, conclude his testimony, and be done with 
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1 that piece on Wednesday as currently indicated. And 

2 I-

3 MS. CHANCELLOR: My concern, Mr. Turk, is 

4 I'm very nervous when it gets to Dr. Arabasz's area 

5 because we have spent a considerable amount of time on 

6 Dr. Arabasz's testimony, and it just has a way of 

7 blossoming into more time than we anticipate.  

8 MR. TURK: But you do have the rebuttal in 

9 written form already. So you know what the testimony 

10 is going to be.  

11 MS. CHANCELLOR: Right, I -

12 MR. TURK: Except as we make some final 

13 changes.  

14 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Let's do this. I think 

15 the solution is we'll do what we've done today. We'll 

16 conduct ourselves this same way Monday, Tuesday, and 

17 Wednesday morning, and we won't have a problem.  

18 MS. CHANCELLOR: Okay.  

19 MR. TURK: May I ask a question also? 

20 MR. GAUKLER: Everything will get done by 

21 Wednesday noon with radiation dose consequences.  

22 MS. CHANCELLOR: I think so, too, Your 

23 Honor.  

24 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: All right.  

25 MR. TURK: May I ask a question also? 
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1 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Yes.  

2 MR. TURK: Ms. Chancellor indicated she 

3 would want to possibly tie Dr. Arabasz in by video.  

4 Is that a suggestion that you'd be having him present 

5 rebuttal testimony? 

6 MS. CHANCELLOR: Possibly. He hasn't 

7 reviewed Dr. Stamatakos' testimony, and I don't know 

8 whether he'll -- he may need to present rebuttal 

9 testimony. That's correct. And I'd request that he 

10 be permitted to do that by video, Your Honor.  

11 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: We can probably work 

12 that out.  

13 MR. TURK: In which case we may end up 

14 going beyond Wednesday afternoon with Dr. Stamatakos 

15 and Dr. Arabasz. Could we then just continue that 

16 Thursday morning until done? 

17 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: I thought we were doing 

18 Arabasz Thursday.  

19 MR. TURK: No, that's Dr. Bartlett.  

20 MS. CHANCELLOR: Dr. Bartlett Thursday.  

21 MR. TURK: If we can finish that -

22 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Oh, you want to do 

23 Arabasz -- tie him in Wednesday afternoon? 

24 MS. CHANCELLOR: Yes, Your Honor. He 

25 would need to be -- I'd like to tie him in for Dr.  
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Stamatakos' rebuttal because Dr. Stamatakos is 

rebutting Dr. Arabasz's testimony.  

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Okay.  

MR. TURK: And for your information, Your 

Honor, the testimony that Dr. Stamatakos will present 

essentially in most part concerns the western U.S.  

sites, slope of the hazard curves.  

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Let's talk about 

Independence Day when we'll finally be free of you 

all.  

(Laughter.) 

MS. CHANCELLOR: That holiday.  

MR. TRAVIESO-DIAZ: I'm deeply hurt.  

MR. TURK: I understand those to be famous 

last words.  

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Who's doing aircraft for 

the staff? 

MR. TURK: Ms. Marco.  

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: For PFS? 

MR. GAUKLER: I and Mr. Barnett will be.  

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: And Mr. -

MS. NAKAHARA: Mr. Soper and me.  

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: All right. We're 

starting with the Applicant's rebuttal case where they 

want to present additional reports.  
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done by rebuttal by noon on Monday, which is what 

we've told the State.  

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Okay. Then the staff 

will want to do what? Well, you'll cross? 

MR. TURK: Without consulting with Ms.  

Marco, I really couldn't tell you.  

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Oh, I'm sorry. Right.  

MR. TURK: Normal procedure.  

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Just go through the 

procedure that you cross and then, Ms. Chancellor, 

you'll have Colonel Horstman here or -- I'm sorry.  

MS. NAKAHARA: Yes.  
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MR. GAUKLER: Right. I think we already 

presented the exhibit. We may have some additional 

clarification and expansion of that. I don't know, 

and the rest of our rebuttal testimony, yes.  

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Okay. So they will re

present the reports, and then we'll have -- those same 

witnesses will have more to say? 

MR. GAUKLER: Right. We are about -- I 

think if you recall Mr. Barnett said when we quit 

we're roughly a third of the way through the rebuttal; 

we quit that Tuesday night.  

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Right.  

MR. GAUKLER: So we would expect to be
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1 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Colonel Horstman will be 

2 here, and your cross examination will be rather 

3 lengthy.  

4 MS. NAKAHARA: I'm anticipate not our 

5 cross examination; our rebuttal.  

6 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: No, your cross of -

7 MR. GAUKLER: I think if I -- I think my 

8 co-counsel, Mr. Barnett, has talked to Mr. Soper about 

9 the schedule while I've been tied up here, and I think 

10 Ms. Nakahara probably can correlate what I'm saying.  

11 I think my understanding from the 

12 conversation I had with Mr. Barnett if we get done 

13 with rebuttal by noon, Mr. Soper thought he would be 

14 done with cross by Monday on our panel, and then he 

15 would be into his rebuttal with Mr. Horstman on 

16 Tuesday.  

17 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Okay. So then you would 

18 have no more rebuttal witnesses? 

19 MR. GAUKLER: No more rebuttal.  

20 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Does the staff -- I'm 

21 sorry, Mr. Turk. You can't speak for Ms. Marco.  

22 MR. TURK: Well, I do think we have a 

23 small piece of rebuttal anticipated by Dr. Ghosh.  

24 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Oh, yeah, right. Okay.  

25 MR. GAUKLER: I do want to say we may have 
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1 a small piece of rebuttal along with our three 

2 witnesses, but it would be in combination, part of 

3 that noon -- be done by noon -- representation.  

4 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Okay. Then the State 

5 would have rebuttal.  

6 MS. NAKAHARA: Colonel Horstman.  

7 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Colonel Horstman. Now, 

8 the reason I'm asking is if that's all there is, we 

9 should be able to finish by Wednesday.  

10 What's Plan B if we don't finish by 

11 Wednesday? I assume no one -- most people don't want 

12 to be back here on Friday.  

13 MS. NAKAHARA: We anticipated we're 

14 leaving here at three to catch our flight home on 

15 Wednesday, and we suspect that our best guess is we'll 

16 be done.  

17 MR. GAUKLER: Based upon the conversation 

18 that Mr. Barnett has had with Mr. Soper, I would think 

19 we should have no problem getting done by Wednesday 

20 noon. We even think that would be very -- I think we 

21 should get done before then, but I think realistically 

22 we should have some margin going through Wednesday 

23 noon or Wednesday at two o'clock, whatever time th.e 

24 State needs to leave.  

25 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: What time is your 
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1 flight? 

2 MS. CHANCELLOR: Six or 6:30.  

3 MR. GAUKLER: You're on the Delta flight? 

4 MS. CHANCELLOR: Yes.  

5 MR. GAUKLER: It leaves at 6:20, the Delta 

6 flight that leaves at 6:20.  

7 (Laughter.) 

8 PARTICIPANT: I wonder how he knows.  

9 MR. GAUKLER: From the Dulles Airport, the 

10 direct flight, direct Delta flight that leaves at 

11 approximately 6:20 from Dulles Airport.  

12 PARTICIPANT: I think it's 6:10.  

13 MR. GAUKLER: Something like that, between 

14 six and 6:30.  

15 MS. CHANCELLOR: And, Your Honor, Dr.  

16 Bartlett would need to leave on the Friday of the 

17 second week at three o'clock also.  

18 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Same plane? 

19 MS. CHANCELLOR: Same plane, same airport.  

20 MR. GAUKLER: I don't see a problem with 

21 that.  

22 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: And the Wednesday before 

23 the 4th, the earlier you leave, the better.  

24 MS. CHANCELLOR: Oh, yes.  

25 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Getting out of town 
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1 headed in any direction is not good.  

2 JUDGE LAM: Yeah, for the parties' 

3 information, let me share with you thoughts that Judge 

4 Farrar and Judge Kline and I have on how, you know, 

5 this case would progress for the remaining two weeks.  

6 Judge Kline, in his 20-some years of 

7 service to this panel, has seen very few rebuttal 

8 testimony according to what he told me, and in my 13 

9 years of service, I have not seen as much rebuttal as 

10 I have seen in this case.  

11 Now, the theory is with prefiled direct 

12 testimony and cross examination, 90 percent of the 

13 case is already before us. So I think we are really 

14 dealing with a situation of diminishing return with 

15 lengthy rebuttal testimony.  

16 I don't know how much assistance would 

17 these thoughts be helpful to you. My honorable 

18 colleague may want to add to my remarks. Am I 

19 misconstructing something here or is there something 

20 helpful? 

21 JUDGE KLINE: I would just concur that 

22 there is an old principle that expert witnesses are 

23 intended to assist the decision maker, and so the 

24 decision maker does have a role in all of this.  

25 (Laughter.) 
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1 JUDGE KLINE: And particularly when you're 

2 high up on a diminishing returns curve, you know, you 

3 don't really have to persuade your adversary witness 

4 that you're right. That is what we'll do, and so 

5 there's no need to keep digging, you know, until he 

6 kind of confesses something.  

7 (Laughter.) 

8 JUDGE KLINE: The chances are that he's 

9 not going to, and so we do think that a fair amount of 

10 rebuttal is getting close to fruitless, and I would 

11 just keep that in mind. You know, there may well be 

12 certain key points that just absolutely must be made, 

13 but to just go in after it endlessly and in endless 

14 rounds with insisting on the last word isn't really 

15 very productive in my mind.  

16 And, you know, I've been through some long 

17 cases before where nobody even ever thought of 

18 rebuttal-. They relied on their case-in-chief and the 

19 cross examination, and actually it worked pretty well.  

20 JUDGE LAM: Of course, Judge Farrar is a 

21 scholar and a gentleman. So he has a soft heart for 

22 lengthy rebuttals.  

23 (Laughter.) 

24 JUDGE LAM: Judge Farrar is going to argue 

25 his case.  
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1 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Since we may be in a 

2 tush to leave on the 3rd, we thought it would be 

3 appropriate to let you all know what we've decided on 

4 the schedule for the proposed findings and stuff 

5 afterwards. We had had the original schedule, you 

6 recall, that called for six weeks and four weeks, and 

7 the argument was made that that was when the hearing 

8 was going to be four weeks, and now the hearing will 

9 be nine weeks.  

10 And so we think the better part of wisdom 

11 is to adjust the schedule as was urged and make the 

12 proposals be eight weeks and five weeks as was 

13 suggested.  

14 And we'll some time next week, assuming 

15 it's July 3rd, we'll figure out exactly where the 

16 eight weeks comes out. You've got two holidays in 

17 there, 4th of July and Labor Day, and I guess I 

18 shouldn't have been so glib about independence on the 

19 4th of July because us Labor Day will, in fact, we a 

20 laboring day, I'm afraid. But we'll put out a 

21 schedule next week that will cover that.  

22 So it will be eight weeks and five weeks 

23 for your general planning.  

24 All right. I commend the parties for the 

25 accomplishments today in moving through this phase of 
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1 the case very efficiently and smartly.  

2 Mr. Gaukler? 

3 MR. GAUKLER: I just have one question.  

4 What time if we get done early tomorrow? Will Judge 

5 Bollwerk come in right away? 

6 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: He asked me that. Yeah.  

7 The only thing is he's bringing in someone from the 

8 Information Office or whatever. So he'd have to 

9 rearrange that.  

10 MR. GAUKLER: The reason I ask, Your 

11 Honor, is because I myself will not be here after 

12 lunch tomorrow, and if it's going to be after lunch, 

13 we thought I would have Mr. Barnett or Mr. Silberg.  

14 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Oh, sure.  

15 MR. GAUKLER: Just plan for two o'clock.  

16 I just wanted to know if there's a set time for 

17 certain we're going to do it or -

18 CHAIRMAN FARRAR: No, the only set time is 

19 the two o'clock or earlier, or no later than two 

20 o'clock adjournment. And so Judge Bollwerk had 

21 arranged for the presentation to be made at two by 

22 someone from another office, but we'll see. Tomorrcw 

23 morning we'll find out how flexible that is.  

24 But certainly we don't need all counsel 

25 here. Anyone who can be of -
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MS. CHANCELLOR: Have to attend? I have 

to take people to the airport and -- oh, on the 

record? 

(Laughter.) 

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Ms. Chancellor, did you 

ever deal with a reporter after a half hour 

conversation and you say, "Oh, that was all off the 

record, wasn't it?" 

(Laughter.) 

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: And the reporter says, 

"No, I don't think it was." 

MS. CHANCELLOR: Let me put it this way, 

Your Honor. We don't anticipate having to file in the 

NRC proceeding again, and so the electronic 

information system isn't something that we anticipate 

using, unless of course we get a ruling that requires 

us to do something, but in essence, you know, we're 

just here for the PFS case. After that we really 

don't anticipate being involved in NRC proceedings.  

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Oh.  

MR. TURK: I can't say the same.  

(Laughter.) 

MR. TURK: But I would note that the 

proceeding is coming to a conclusion, except for the 

filing of proposed findings, appellate briefs and 
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CHAIRMAN FARRAR: She's elected.  

(Laughter.) 

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Let's plan to do that, 
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whatever things we don't know about yet that might 

happen. So I wonder if this is really the right 

proceeding for the trial program. Maybe it's too late 

to even make that suggestion.  

MR. GAUKLER: My understanding from 

previous conversations with Judge Bollwerk is they 

want to see how it works, and so to see how it works, 

they want the various parties to participate 

regardless of whether they're going to be in future 

NRC proceedings or not.  

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Yeah.  

MR. TURK: I don't mean to suggest that we 

should not do it, but it's the question I had.  

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Well, let's -

MS. CHANCELLOR: I may persuade Ms.  

Braxton to stay if that's acceptable.  

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Yeah.  

MS. CHANCELLOR: Besides, she would be 

doing all of the electronic filing.  

CHAIRMAN FARRAR: Right, right.  

MS. CHANCELLOR: She's not here. So you
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to go ahead. Yeah, even, Mr. Turk, your suggestion is 

a good one. Judge Bollwerk has been trying to use 

this proceeding as the pilot, and even though we're 

late in the game, I'd appreciate your attention to the 

presentation.  

All right. Then we will see you at eight 

o'clock tomorrow morning.  

Thank you.  

(Whereupon, at 5:40 p.m., the hearing in 

the above-entitled matter was adjourned, to reconvene 

at 8:00 a.m., Friday, June 21, 2002.) 
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